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AUTHOR’S NOTES

OPTIONAL READING

In the best tradition of Zmee sagas, this fable is structured as a
layered tale, a story-within-a-story.
Episodes encompassing the overarching storyteller’s timeline are
labeled with the ‡ superscript. For an abridged reading, begin at
Episode 3 and skip any other episodes so labeled.
GENDERLESS PRONOUNS

Where the gender of a being is unknown, or of no consequence,
a longstanding custom has seen the third-person plural pronouns
they / them / their used in the singular sense. i Recent attempts at
non-binary language have also used them this way.
In the fantasy context of Enok, where the gender of some
creatures is unknowable or simply non-existent, beta readers have
complained that such an approach has proved too confusing. So,
absent unambiguous genderless singulars, I have been forced to
coin new third-person pronouns — and with profound apologies
to all grammaticists and literati.
To the usual it /it /its, he /him /his, she /her /hers, and they / them
/ their, I have added dey /dem / deir and use them exactly like the
singular forms of the plural they etcetera. The only exception here is
for transcendent deity, where I do adhere to the plural forms of they
i

The imperial English in which I was schooled has always allowed for they /
them / their as singulars. However, I can appreciate that re-purposing or
overloading existing pronouns in such a manner might not make things
clearer, especially for those millions of readers whose primary language
is something other than English.
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etcetera, but capitalize them when so doing; and for consistency,
likewise all deity pronouns. ii
I hope this makes the meaning clearer.
LINGUISTICS

As regards the language of the serpentine Zmee, the guillemet
symbol pair « » are used as quotation markers for the sign language
of their facial tendrils. General expressions of surprise / disbelief
or uncertainty / curiosity might well be rendered wordlessly by
«!» and «?» respectively in much the same way as do human facial
expressions.
The language of the yeti-like Wahoona relies heavily on nonpulmonic sounds such as clicks of the tongue, in-breaths, and on
various coughs. For readability’s sake, such in-breathed clicks
are prefixed with the inverted exclamation mark ¡ — or rather
implomation mark (my term) — and are always italicized.
Thus, dental clicks similar to the American “tut-tut” of dis
approval (or the sucking English “tsk-tsk”) are rendered as ¡ts.
Similarly, lateral clicks like the “Tchick! Tchick!” used to urge a
horse, are rendered as ¡tk.
Crisp alveolar clicks of the tongue on the back of the gum ridge,
a cork-popping sound, are rendered by ¡tkl. For example, ¡tkla
and ¡tklo are the onomatopoeic sounds children use to imitate the
clopping of a horse; and in this vein, ¡mpwa would approximate the
sound of a kiss.
Glottal stops (coughs) are indicated with the usual apostrophe,
thus ’Ugh and ’Agh are pronounced like coughs. iii

ii

The many historical attempts at gender-neutrality that Wikipedia lists
under ‘Third-person pronouns’ make fascinating reading, and range from
E (1890) to zhe (2000). Of these, Spivak’s (1983) e /em / eir is my favorite;
however, I think my near-homophonic approach using dey /dem / deir
better leverages custom — impacting spelling, but speech hardly at all.

iii

While such unusual sounds could have been rendered by IPA symbols
(International Phonetic Alphabet), they are alien to most readers and absent
from so many font-sets. The general opinion has been, therefore, to avoid
them, since they detract from the reading experience.
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THOUGHT BUBBLES

‘Thought bubbles,’ such as internal dialogue or thoughts projected
from one person to another, are portrayed using an italicized smallcap font to better distinguish these from other emphasesiv that are
conventionally in just plain italics.
When dialog is actively remembered and voiced in one’s head, the
same applies but with quotation marks. Additionally, telepathically
received thoughts are highlighted bold.
LANGUAGE

Additionally, I have capitalized professions and positions of office to
avoid potential confusion, thus, Oracle instead of oracle, Upholder
instead of upholder, and so forth. Otherwise, the text of this story
is in American English.
Overall, I’ve used the implomations and new pronouns as sparingly
as possible. Clarity has always been the objective here, and I beg the
reader’s indulgence.

iv

Sadly, not all eReaders support this small-cap format, so there may
be some slight formatting discrepancies between the print and eBook
versions.
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EXORDIUM

M an, cursed is the earth because of you …
Serpent, henceforth on your belly shall you cr awl …
— Genesis 3

The Nephilim were on the earth in those days … when the
Sons of G od went in to the daughters of men … These
offspring were the mighty ones, the great heroes of old.
— Genesis 6

This story reflects upon the myriad sorrows of all that
followed after.
This is a tale of the Woebegin.
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VIEWPOINT CHARACTERS

EYDA

ENOK

PUZO

EYDA

ENOK

PUZO

ENOK

PUZO

EYDA

ENOK

PUZO

EYDA

ENOK

PUZO

EYDA, an aging widow once known as Deina, and the
teller of the Enok saga. ( Present )
EYDA

ELISHAN, an ethereal Watcher. ( Present )

ENOK, a young Elim enslaved by the Zmee. The story’s
main protagonist and eventual husband of Eyda. ( Past )

ZAKON, a red Zmee bull. Enok’s nemesis. ( Past )

HATAN, a powerful aquatic yeti-like Wahoona. The
young Enok’s guardian. ( Past )

PUZO, a Yashurakh, or Yash’kh, a great marine dragon
friendly to Enok. ( Past )
Further details are found in the Characters appendix.
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Terás
Ráhma Ab

Rahél

Sha-Nóa

Kush Lámek
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Láyla
Surái
Gul'shán Seláh
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Family
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Male
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MARSHLANDER
BLOODVINES

Parent

EPISODE 1

OLD MAA ‡
EYDA

T

he return of a long-lost son upends the daily routines of an
aging recluse. Confronted by the discovery of grandchildren
who know nothing of their heritage, she relents to a saga of
bygone days.

“Ma’nuna! Ma’nuna! Ma’nuna!”
The chanting was now a frenzied chorus. The climax was
near. It could end only one way now, and the worshipers
were eager for it, needing it. Plumes of incense clouded the torch-lit
cavern, draping horror in mystery and magnifying the terror.
Spread-eagled on the sacrificial slab before the robed statue of
the Twain Goddess, a young Deina thrashed helplessly. Hoarse
impotent barks were all that remained of her screams. Her numb
tongue and parched mouth refused to make a sound. They had
slipped her yahl root to make her compliant. They must have. And
though her head swam weakening against the intoxicating torrent,
her spirit held defiant of any submission by the flesh.
“Ma’nuna: thou womb of the gods, thou weaver of souls, she
and he, two in one, both and neither. Ma’nuna!” cried a priestess
ecstatically.
“Hearken thy heart to the swiftening drums!” howled a priest.
“Ma’nuna! Ma’nuna! Come forth!”
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The bindings about Deina’s wrists and ankles had cut deeply
where her own blood had lubricated the struggle. Her anguished
digits had long since welded into fists.
“I will not submit,” Deina kept telling herself. “Burn you,
Ma’nuna. Burn you!”
The wide-eyed statue leered grotesquely as the robe fell from
its shoulders. Great static fingers of wood clasping the smoldering
votive bowl twitched. Then came the sound of a great hiss as
the flung bowl splashed into the temple laver. All hope now fell
prostrate to terror.
The great effigy had come to life!
None had ever survived the blood-lust of this deity. No one ever
would.
This is not a dream … not a dream, whimpered Deina inwardly
as she struggled vainly against the towering avatar with her teeth
clenched against the pain.
Then fingers like wooden claws forced her jaws open, gagging
her with a soppy yahl-soaked cloth.
Unable to flee, or breathe, or scream —
“Argh!”
Eyda woke suddenly, panting, ripping the blanket as she flung it
from the bed.
It had only been a dream, only a dream: a nightmare from a
distant life. A hundred years of nights had passed without such
troubling memories, and at least fifty since she had even spared a
thought for that hideous deity. Ma’nuna: a name so loathed it was
never uttered. Left unspoken it should have stayed forgotten. And
it was, or it had been, until today.
Her stone-and-timber bed was a luxury in these parts. She fell
from it naked, and dried herself of terror’s sweat with a scrap of
blanket. There was no going back to sleep now. A crack of gray light
around the door curtain told that night had ended. The reveille
of nearby frogs amidst the dawn songs of the scores of marshland
creatures were all part of that great awakening where returning to
sleep was impossible.
And they all seemed to mock her:
Ma-aa … nuna! Ma-aa … nuna!
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Her kissed fingers signed the traditional blessing over the
life-tapestry that hung outside the entrance of her hut. So many
different kinds of tokens emblazoned it: some of festivals, others of
grand adventures, or births. Each was an emblem of mercy; indeed,
the tapestry itself meant a life of mercies. Twenty-four twenties and
five and two, the year-tokens declared: its owner had witnessed four
hundred and eighty seven New Years, more than had any other
marshlander. v vi
The wall hanging was now so large it had acquired a fame of its
own. It wrapped halfway round her dwelling — too grand by far
for a humble reed hut — and with each passing festival, there never
yet failed someone keen to embellish it for its own sake. But for the
rebel who had been Deina, these tokens counted more than years.
They were markers of a liberty whose price much blood had paid.
Draped in a coarse sarong and with her prayer mat in hand,
Eyda hobbled towards the riverbank where water-lilies framed a
hallowed space. There she removed a slipper, and gingerly tested
the shallows. Go easy, she thought, favoring Old Stubby with a
kiss. Now for the left foot. vii
On her knees, and with palms to the great rising light, opened
in petition like the lilies themselves, the ablutions of her morning
ritual began in earnest. However, nightmare’s grip still held her,
and it told in the trembling of her hands.
“Let my hands do no wrong.” She cupped them for water and
drank. “Let no dark word pass my lips.” A second cupping washed
eye-sleep away. Then she faltered, more hopeful than believing,
“Let my eyes behold no … evil.”
Her lips then loosed a stream of gratitude as gentle as the
tranquil river before her, to The El, creator of the Greater and the
Lesser Lights, viii and great keeper of her soul. Silent prayers were for
heedless Deina, and timeworn chants, her thankless past. With so
v

Marshlanders typically count by twenties, using their fingers and toes.

vi

Lifespans are rumored to exceed 700 years, though few survive long
enough to prove it. Puberty usually strikes around sixty years of age.

vii

Old Stubby. Eyda’s right foot has a missing hallux, or big toe.

viii Names for the sun and moon, which in the marshlands are usually only
observable as indistinct hazes.
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much to be grateful for, she was not ashamed to express it, but it
was old Eyda who prayed now, not the headstrong Deina of her
youth. That restive girl had died a dozen times at Ma’nuna’s feet; it
was Eyda who had risen from the sacrifice reborn.
Hers was now a mostly solitary life on the edge of The Moud, a
thousand islets of mud and reeds that had once been mere eyots in
the shallows of a broad river delta. It was fear that had driven Eyda
and the first families to the remoteness of this place. That very same
fear that had extended these eyots into a network of islands now
bursting with people and industry.
The Gihon delta seemed boundless, swallowing the horizon on
every side. And here, nestled against the Crooked Thumb of its Six
Fingers, her descendants were as far from centers of wealth, power
and intrigue as it was possible to be, as far from the world of giant
beasts and giant men as one could go. This was quite literally the
end of the earth, and the very blessing she held most dear.
“For this haven and the peace we enjoy, I give thee thanks.” With
concluding obeisance, the aging woman rose, whispering, “Deina,
I died: Eyda, I live.” ix
Stands of jute had grown up to curtain her river oasis against
unsympathetic eyes. True, most of the passers-by were her
descendants; however, recent generations held an almost alien array
of faces that offered little reward of recognition or smile. With the
passage of years, Eyda’s celebrity had waned as her grandchildren’s
grandchildren wrought fame for themselves. She had been venerated
once, touted the model of the virtuous widow. As clan mother, she
had presided over disputes and auspicious occasions.
Later, as a great-great-grandmother, she had been highly valued
as a midwife and healer, but after a series of stillbirths nearby,
some mothers-to-be considered the very sight of her an omen, and
her very name was becoming a byword. So preempting that final
decline of regard, Eyda had exiled herself to a remote hut at the end
of a narrow sodden track, at the edge of the edge of the edge of the
world.
ix

A common custom in Eyda’s day was the taking a new identity when
embracing a new belief or tribe. In young Deina’s case, a crisis moment
precipitated faith.
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Honk. Ha-Honk!
A noisy marshland fang-swan sprang from between rushes onto
the silted bank with a bobbing head and clattering beak. It had
come begging for food.
Just as suddenly came a tap on her shoulder as a youngster
gleefully declared, “And seventy six!”
“Oh, Sha!” exclaimed Eyda with startled hand on heart. “You’ll
scare the life out of me, sneaking up like that!”
“Sorry, Old Maa. I hope you live forever.”
Eyda was touched by his naïveté, and gave the youngster a
welcoming slap. “What are you counting this time?”
The lad was Sha‑Noa, her great-grandson, almost forty now, and
one of countless great- and great-great-grandchildren of similar age
scattered across the everglades. He was by far her most frequent
visitor and he loved to hear the old stories. To him, the natural
world was captivating. He was a boy of a thousand questions and he
had, despite his youth, a profound grasp of the most peculiar things
yet with a strangely unchanging innocence. Just like her long-lost
husband Enok had been.
Sha‑Noa was special and she loved him like a son. And why
not? With his midnight skin and thick unruly hair, he was more a
semblance of her than any image of his parents.
“Look what I have,” he said, flourishing a great prickly orb from
his sling-pouch. “A pine-cone!”
“Where did you get it?”
“A long-boat pulled in last night. You should see the size of it!
Anyway, I heard someone talking with father about herds of longnecks migrating upriver, and needing safe haven from the leaping
great-fish.”
Eyda wondered. The Gihon’s Six Fingers were guessed at being
about seven leagues wide. Their shallowness is what protected them
all from the leaping great-fish. And the upriver neck beyond Log
Jam was far too deep and swift-flowing for the lumbering longnecks. The story did not quite ring true.
“I traded my whistle with a boy called Ab. And guess where he
found it. Way upriver, in the deep waters beyond Zakon’s Reach.”
Then he whispered eerily, “Beyond even that — in the deep, dark
gowfer forest.”
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“Tonight’s meal, is it? It’s not enough for two, you know.” Roasted
over embers, the great cone’s seeds made quite a treat.
“Old Maa, honestly! Dinner in the morning, breakfast in the
evening: you’re always thinking about food. This isn’t for eating,
silly!”
“No? Oh.” She never managed to voice, Eating is one of the
few pleasures left to me, or even P erhaps you ’ll understand
someday, for at the very mention of that dragon Zakon, she sank
into remembrance like rock into river.
The boy too was pondering, studying a patch of bare earth while
absently tossing loosened seeds to the fang-swan, and it snapped
them up greedily.
Eyda sighed, foreseeing the inevitable regret.
“If I buried this here,” Sha‑Noa considered aloud, “will it root?”
“I suppose so. I have never really tried.”
“When it’s full grown, I’ll build a house atop it, just like in your
stories. Maybe I could catch some of the eight winds of the world
from up there!”
Eyda applauded his imagination, but winced at the thought of
having such a towering tree laden with hundreds of these heavy
cones overshadowing her home. Gowfer trees grew tall and straight,
even taller than the long-necks reaching on their hindquarters, but
thankfully, they grew rather slowly — so, no danger for now.
Sha‑Noa buried the cone under a mound and eyed his handiwork
as though half-expecting it to sprout. “Old Maa,” he wondered,
without losing sight of his plot, “Will I have adventures too some
day? Like Baba Enok?”
Adventures? Eyda frowned. ‘M ind what you wish for,’ her
mother’s words echoed. How strange that she should hear them so
clearly now.
Honk! Ha-onk!
The fang-swan was hungry and begging for more.
“Shoo! Clear off!”
“I almost forgot,” Sha‑Noa added, wiping grimy hands against
his breeches. “Father says we’re having a fire-feast today, and he
said to bring river-yams. We can cook broth in the clamshell. Bye!”
As swiftly as he had come, the boy disappeared into the rushes,
leaving his great-grandmother to her thoughts. Memories: the
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clangor of metallic weapons, the echo of distant joys and peals
of terror, the voices of those long gone, faces both hideous and
handsome all swirled unbidden about her.
M a’nuna, Naama, D eina, Z akon, Zoia, H atan …

The past, it seemed, would not give her up.
At the breaking of day, the new crescent of the Lesser Light hung
yet high and pale above the western marshes, a reminder she hadn’t
toured the villages since its fullness. Actually, it had been at least
two moons now. x Old Stubby was becoming increasingly less fond
of walking, and keeping one’s balance while paddling a round-boat
erect had grown more difficult of late.
Well, that was her excuse. She was safe here and independent in
her private little hideaway. Though, if there was ever an inducement
to join the thronging world again, a feast was surely it.
A string of hamlets surrounded by endless rows of skeins of
drying jute marked Eyda’s passage to Lamek’s island. Here the
cluster of domed huts by the riverbank was already abuzz with
activity. In the clearing before the central longhouse, Sha‑Noa’s
father, Lamek himself, a prosperous, driven man was stoking coals
in an earthen cook-trough.
“Old Maa.” Lamek bowed with proper respect. “Finally come
to join the mayhem, eh? What a day for a fire-feast when fuel is so
scarce!”
“The feast, yes. Your ‘fourteenth’ told me.”
His vapid stare became a knowing chuckle. “Ah. Who else but
Sha! So it’s numbers now, is it?”
“Or big things.”
“Him and his counting reed! Three thousand, seven hundred and
something paces to your house. Did you know?”
“Hmmm, something like that.”
As Eyda and her grandson bantered, another man emerged from
behind the longhouse burdened with a basket of food. She gasped as
recognition dawned for both of them.
x

Marshlanders reckon years by autumnal changes and lunar cycles, or
‘moons.’ The fullness of the moon (the Lesser Light) marks a day of special
worship known as Temple Day.
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“Sess!” With arms flung wide, she hobbled to embrace him. “Oh,
my darling boy! What a happy surprise!”
Basket on a hip, he merely nodded politely, and stooped awk
wardly for a kiss of his forehead. As tears welled in his mother’s
eyes, “Hello,” was all he managed to say, and shrugged weakly in
response to the quizzical fondling of his smooth-shaven face. “Surai
detests whiskers.”
Oh. Eyda wondered whom he meant. Shurai? Sarai? She hadn’t
heard a name like that for centuries. If that was his wife, she was
clearly no local. Anyhow, it seemed only proper that the head of his
house sport a decent beard, but Eyda knew better than to make an
issue of it. She slapped his arms, feeling the tension in them.
“My, how you’ve grown! So handsome … my youngest.”
“Lamek, help me with this, will you?”
Older nephew and younger uncle grunted in unison over a giant
clamshell, then over flagstones for the fire. “Oi-oi, that’s heavy. I’m
here to trade, Mother. Not to stay.”
“You’re not leaving straight away, though, are you?”
“My plans aren’t settled yet.”
“Won’t you stay at least until the Lesser Light is full again, till
Temple Day perhaps?”
He responded with talk of Lamek needing pitch for his boats and
wanting to barter for flax rope and oil, yet essentially avoiding her
question and the longing in her eyes.
In the seventy years of praying for the runaway’s return, the
imagined reunions were nothing like this. In the awkwardness of
the moment, her gaze wandered about the yard to the far-flung
buildings of Lamek’s village and beyond.
What caught her eye next was a real surprise. Beyond the outlying
huts, by the distant riverbank lay moored the largest long-ship of
reeds she had ever seen. Cabins astern and abaft were easily the
size of houses. Ropes she judged as thick as a wrist tied each of its
upturned ends to a central mast cluttered with rigging and shrouds.
A ribbed sail hung loosely, half furled from a great horizontal spar
high above the deck. Garments for hundreds from a single cloth, so
great was the size of it!
With this, and the sight of a similar vessel beyond it, a happy
thought came bubbling up. H e’s rich. It quickly burst, however, as
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other details sent shivers down her spine. Shields of electrum and
animal skins, great gilded horns prized from beasts of impossible
size, spiked clubs and serrated pikes adorned the cabin abaft.
“Is that your … home?” she asked, shuddering at the notion of
living under such grisly instruments of war.
“Hmmm, not exactly.” The reply was hesitant, eyes on his boats.
“But mostly.”
“I’ve missed you,” voiced Eyda softly to Sess, while Lamek busied
himself with the work of oiling the flagstones, and feigning deaf
ears at the awkward reunion of grandmother and uncle.
“Mother, you’ve had thirty-seven other children,” Sess countered
with an audible sigh. “And how many of your daughters here have
surpassed even that? Between the Moud and the Soud, it strains
imagining how many tens of thousands of descendants you have
scattered across the marshlands. You can’t be that lonely, surely?”
For the first time in so many empty moons their eyes met and
she wanted to let this handsome son of hers know all that was in
her heart, yet the words remained unspoken. In all but the grin and
the hair he was the very image of Enok — Oh, El! — even to the
sound of his voice, yet the embarrassed silence made her realize
once again that his were not the eyes of his father, or of the last fruit
of her womb, but of a familiar stranger.
Upon this fatherless son, she had once lavished every affection.
Yet the more she had loved him, the more he had spurned her. Had
it all been her fault? Had she driven him away? Now suppressed
memories, emotions and the solid image of him collided. The
source of old hurts stood before her, unblinking, unfeeling, behind
darksome eyes. And yet, there was a pleading in them.
“It must take quite a few hands to move these lummoxes, eh?”
“If it’s my sons you’re referring to, they’re out are trading for
food,” he informed in his classic taciturn manner.
“Sons?”
“Thirteen of them. My eldest is nearly sixty now,” he explained,
straining under the weight of another large stone. “You’ll meet
them soon enough, I guess.” And before she could utter another
word, he added, “Don’t even think of suggesting a bride. It cost a
fortune in silks and rare ointments to secure him a … an Isha any
merchant would envy.”
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Isha? Strange that he should use the archaic form of ‘woman.’
Anyhow, the edge to his tone meant the subject was closed, and the
reunion over.
A fter seventy years, not even a hug for his mother! she kept
thinking. Marriage and time had little improved him, and she
pondered on his choice of wife. She, at least, might have better
manners.
As others arrived to barter, Eyda slipped away before bitter words
dug deep regrets, and now across the clearing by his vessel, she spun
to seek consent upon his face, but Sess was engaged with friends of
old, and freely granting others the very warmth he had denied her.
Now standing by the river’s edge, the craft completely filled
her view. Stars above! It was easily thirty cubits long, and the
trading barge beyond was even larger. Its rope ladder smacked of
invitation, and she climbed aboard. Two boys were huddled by the
dragon-head prow with an obvious air of mischief. A stranger with
a tattooed cheek kept glancing over his shoulder, while his partner
kept bobbing guiltily, a lad with wild ebony hair like bulrushes
gone seedy. It was Sha‑Noa with a large figurine.
“Old Maa,” he whispered nervously. “This is some boat, isn’t it?
The wind blows and it moves! Just like in your stories!”
But his Old Maa was focused instead on the cabin astern. Parted
curtains revealed two infants, a pink newborn and an olive-skinned
toddler suckled by a shaven-headed maid who seemed barely out
of childhood herself, and an older wet-nurse. And snooping eyes
discerned a third and very large someone sleeping curled at the rear.
A brother-in-law perhaps?
A tug on the frock distracted her. “Look, Old Maa.” It was
Sha‑Noa. “I made a trade of my own!”
The tattooed boy kept glancing furtively at the cabin, while
Sha‑Noa rubbed his hands with a flourish, wondering aloud, “What
were the magic words again? Hallel nefesh talah talah …” he eerily
intoned.
The presumed toy was heavy and more than half his size, a
statuette with great brooding eyes, a grotesque caricature of the
female form clasping an empty hollowed gourd on one side, and a
male figure proudly sporting its exaggerated member on the other.
The mere sight of it left Eyda open-mouthed and speechless.
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It was the goddess-god Ma’nuna in miniature!
A younger self had survived this incantation before, and the
terror of that distant day at the feet of its towering lookalike came
again in full force.
M a’nuna! M a’nuna! M a’nuna!

If not for the daring of a strange young man, Eyda would never
have lived to marry her savior. The girl taken into slavery would
have become just another plaything for the gods, a pillow wailing
beneath an outpouring of lust so monstrous that for many death
was its consummation. Indeed, death would have been preferable to
being crippled by its memory.
Enok, save me!

A dozen heartbeats passed. Trembling from the crippling
torrent of long-suppressed memories and a hundred-hundred
tortured dreams of drums, blood, and the stench of burning flesh,
summoning all her strength, she flung the fertility idol overboard,
wailing, “Burn you, Ma’nuna! Burn you!”
“What’d you do that for?” the tattooed boy cried, mystified. “It
was an honest trade!”
Enough of idols and gods! A nd boats! A nd life!

Sha‑Noa protested loudly as she began to drag him by his
breeches. Kneeling beside the boy and reasoning with him proved
ineffective. Though he kept saying, “You don’t understand,” she
refused to release her grip, and he would not be consoled until he
beheld the idol bobbing in the river alongside the boat.
“See,” he declared triumphantly, “it does have magic.”
The woven headdress of an elder’s wife bobbed briefly as its owner
climbed clumsily aboard. It was Sha‑Noa’s mother Mehet’abel, with
one hand cradling the bulging life within.
“Look, mommy!” Sha‑Noa beckoned. “Did you see it float?”
“I’m sure it did, dear. Now, why don’t you boys go retrieve it?”
The tattooed boy dived into the river. Sha‑Noa, however, was
content to study it bob on the waves of the splash.
“Maa, you're causing a scene.” The younger woman gestured
discretely towards the ladder. “Please, these are our guests.”
“No! The sacrifices! It’s a fertility idol!” Eyda exploded. “You
have no idea of what I endured … what it represents … or of the
monsters who worship …”
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Mehet’abel took Eyda’s hand. “It’s alright,” she soothed. “Surely
you of all people don’t believe in magic, really, do you?”
Eyda squeezed the younger woman’s fingers gravely. “Oh, but I
do. More than you know.”
“How did they manage to get hold of the idol?”
“The other boy claimed they traded for it.”
“That boy?” The younger woman rolled her eyes. “There will
doubtless be trouble when his mother finds out.”
Lacking gold or gemstones, or scented rosins in its votive bowl,
the idol had little worth. What mischief were the boys up to?
A baby cried and the women in the cabin began to stir.
“All I know is,” Mehet’abel continued, “Sha was out to prove
someone wrong. He has a new fascination.”
“In addition to counting everything?”
“Trees, I think. He has some seeds, you know.”
Eyda knew only too well how nebulous Sha’s ideas could be,
but a slender cord of reason always bound the train. Then came
understanding. “And the idol … is carved … of wood,” she chimed
to the rhythm of his mother’s nods.
“Look! Come see, Old Maa!” Sha‑Noa beckoned, anger all
forgotten. “Is it really magic?” He was clearly intrigued by some
new phenomenon.
“So, have the ghosts of old departed?” asked Mehet’abel in that
disarming fashion Eyda so loved in her, but her Old Maa shook her
head, frustrated that the right words, which were ever her defense
and her weapon, were eluding her.
“I’m disappointed that my very own blood would receive such an
abhorrence into his home! You cannot go swimming —”
“— without getting wet,” Mehet’abel finished.
Eyda was dismissive. “You’re nearly full term. You shouldn’t be
wandering about.”
“Have you no desire to meet your son’s family? Come, I’m sure
that you do.”
Eyda stroked the dragon figurehead absently, sparing a sidelong
glance at her new kin at the rear of the enormous floating house. She
pondered Sess’s loveless greeting, and the meaning of the trophies
adorning the cabin. “Perhaps, for today, I have family enough.”

*
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It was a fragile Eyda who stood on the lonely side of her grandson
Lamek’s yard, watching the throng of traders and children growing
to rival the bazaars she had known of old. Dozens of little roundboats were sculling towards the flat and featureless trading barge
beyond the houseboat, all laden with goods for barter: rope, pitch,
river-pearls, or grains. Beyond the daily toil, festivals, and matchmaking gossip, local life offered few diversions. It was no surprise
then that many youngsters too had been drawn by the novelty of
boats so impossibly large.
“Maa! You’re alive!” The cheerful voice and the sight of the lanky,
slightly stooping figure never failed to comfort her. It was Mati, her
firstborn, accompanied by wife Saz’yana and Kush the scribe.
“That’s hardly funny. I just prefer my own company. Is that so
hard to understand?”
“Hmmm.” Recognizing the scowl on her face, a finger touched
her lips. “Tut! Not a word! I already know what’s on the tip of
that tongue about gods and such. I’ll have private words with Sess
before tonight’s fire-feast.”
Eyda humphed, then, “You’ll be wanting barley bread.”
Saz’yana reached out, nodding admiringly at the strand of lilies
Eyda had woven into her hair. “Yours were always the best, you
know, and I could always use some help. Besides,” she winked, “our
youngest has a suitor.”
“Ha’leya?”
“No doubt you women will have much to discuss before the
boy’s aunts,” Mati and the scribe were grinning widely, “formalize
the arrangements.” xi
Sha‑Noa ran past them with a pretty dark-skinned girl who
could easily have been his twin. Both were dripping wet. “Baba
Mati! Wood floats like reeds. It’s magic!”
Mati stopped him in his tracks. “Well, of course it does, and I
daresay the whole village now knows it too. Listen, Sha, there are
far too many young folk here. Why don’t you lead them to, say,
Temple Island? Storytellers will be along shortly. Later, your Baba
xi

Nuptial bargaining rituals were primarily matriarchal affairs involving
aunts and older sisters. They sought to equitably establish the betrothed
with their own dwelling and means of support.
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Sess will happily let you all explore his long-ships — when the
Greater Light crosses the river, perhaps after fourth shadow.” xii
“Promise?” Sha‑Noa and the girl shared a look, then shrugged
an acceptance. “It’s magic!” he sounded again, trotting off hand-inhand to spread the news. “Magic!”
Mati chuckled. “To keep the child alive in ourselves would really
be something, wouldn’t it?” A single eyebrow rose, challenging his
mother’s frown. “That was Raama, by the way. Sess’s daughter.
Dark as an Ember Night, xiii and with that same raven mop of hair,
she’s the image of Sha‑Noa, the very image of you.”
Eyda could tell where this conversation was heading, but was
determined to focus it elsewhere. “Look, Priest and Elder you may
be, but I’m still your mother. I do not want the children infected
with all this talk of magic. You only have to see how quickly young
Sha‑Noa has been —”
“Mother. Eyda.” Mati interjected. The informal address breached
all etiquette, but she recognized instantly that it was no longer son
who spoke, but Priest. “All of life is filled with magic: the way of
birds in the sky, the way of youths with maidens, the cycles of the
wind and the heavens, that something should sink but does not.
Sha‑Noa is still very young and cannot yet distinguish between the
beauty and the mystery of the natural world and the darker forces
you fear.”
“But the idol …”
A reassuring hand gripped her shoulder. “You worry needlessly.
He will not fall. The breath of The El stirs his soul.”
Her firstborn towered over her; she retreated a few steps to look
him in the eye. “And yours too, my son.”
Upon a nod from Mati, Saz’yana and the scribe moved on,
allowing mother and son some privacy. “Do you remember when
Sess was a boy, when we lived on the prairies? His greatest fear was
of being trodden-on by long-horns in the dark.”
xii

While marshlanders can mark time by a series of sun-stick shadows
equivalent to two daylight hours, they generally just eye-ball the Greater
Light’s (sun’s) position. Third shadow would thus be midday.

xiii Ember Night. The monthly moonless night when torches pepper islet
shores to guide river-craft home. The river can be deadly in the dark.
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Eyda remembered all too well. “Particularly when the Lesser
Light was full, when the herds would march.”
“And so we moved into the woodlands and he would sleep high
in the trees?”
“Yes, but what …?” His point eluded her.
“It was always Lamek and his sons who joined him for the
night. Lamek is my son and Sess’s nephew, but Sess, being so much
younger —”
“— looked up to him like a father.” Yes, Mati was right. Sess was
only a child when Enok vanished.
“So, were there really long-necks crossing upriver that caused
him to beat a retreat here? And of all the myriad of islets along the
Crooked Thumb, to navigate The Moud in the dark, right here
to Lamek’s very feet? Or has Sess stumbled into trouble again and
needs his adopted father?”
“He always was an adventurer.” Eyda winced at the memory
of Sess atop a fledging big-headed scavenger, reflexively rubbing
Old Stubby, her bad leg — a leg robbed of its hallux that day.
“Remember him riding that fledgling dragon?”
Mati chuckled. “He kept to his tree-house for days because he
thought its mother would eat him. Stars above! That was a massive
tree. He has boldness aplenty, but …”
The pause invited conclusion. “He’s feeling … vulnerable?”
Mati’s nod confirmed it. “Trust me, it’s not trade that drives one
to brave the rivers on an Ember Night, it’s desperation.”
“And I’m not being very helpful.” Eyda’s frustration found
expression in the wave of a hand. “It’s just … I had a terrifying
dream last night. That dream.”
“The Twain Goddess? She woke me too,” Mati echoed ominously,
before burying concerns with a smile. “Anyhow, what feast doesn’t
loosen tongues, eh? Failing that, the maidens’ dancing surely will.
He’ll tell all soon enough. Meanwhile, let’s not be so quick to
censure our visitors, alright?”
Eyda smarted, and was about to conjure some defense, but which
her son quelled with a look.
“And I perceive something else, something our canny Old Maa
will sense soon enough for herself. Sess’s children are like empty
vessels waiting to be filled. And they will be filled,” Mati paused for
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effect, “but whether by someone with firsthand knowledge of the
sacred stories or by some lesser person, that I leave to you.”
“There are so many younger tellers now. My time for such has
long been over.”
“There’s no deception like self-deception, right? Eyda, your very
skin is made of stories.”
“Sha-Noa always manages to wheedle one out of me. The others,
well, let’s just say I’ve feasted long enough on ridicule.”
“Still dining on ashes, eh? Eyda, love makes of fools of everyone.
And it’s no less true of faith. If you don’t stand for something, they,”
he waved a finger at the marshlands entire, “could almost fall for
anything.”
“You’re preaching.”
“Well, that’s what High Priests do,” Mati grinned. “Besides, they
were father’s words to me … before he went …”
A tear welled in his eye. Then just as quickly, one in hers. Both
dried their cheeks and left their loss unspoken.
Eyda knew his every expression, so despite his winning smile,
Mati the ever-serene was clearly unnerved, and it puzzled her.
“Rest assured, Mother, you’ll be saved a place at the feast.
Meanwhile, Sess has children who know little of who they really
are.” Teeth gleamed in entreaty. “There’s just no-one else I can rely
upon today. Don’t do this for me, Mother,” he implored as children
ran past merrily. “Do it for Enok. It’s what father would have
wanted.”
Oh, Mati was such a diplomat. And that perpetual smile he wore
was quite disarming, just like his father. No wonder everyone liked
him.
“Here, give these to the women.” Eyda unslung her pouch and
passed on the vegetables intended for soup. “I suppose I’m off to the
teaching circle.” She slapped his arm reassuringly before leaving.
“There’s no escaping my own skin, now, is there?”
A succession of crude flagstone bridges over sluices formed a
causeway into Temple Island, and they seemed altogether more
erratic and treacherous than ever. Great stands of rushes and
wild jute bordering the retting ponds arched over Eyda like some
winding organic tunnel, serving only to funnel a chill deeper than
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any recollecting, and she clutched all the more tightly at her jutesilk shawl.
She paused between islands where a bridge had subsided, as much
to marshal her balance as to ponder the strangeness of Sess’s return.
His hideous instruments of war, the Akadian fertility idol, Lamek’s
usual jocularity swamped by Sess’s cheerless mood, and the worried
look spied briefly on Mati’s face, though quickly masked, told much
to those who knew him well. These were all connected somehow,
and all screaming at the hearing ear.
And that both she and Mati had relived old nightmares about
Ma’nuna was a sign too ominous to ignore.
Her stomach rumbled. In all the tumult of the morning, she had
completely forgotten breakfast.
Though was it hunger gnawing at her now, or premonition?
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ZOARAN POLITICAL ALLEGIANCES

EPISODE 8

KINDRED OF THE DARK
O

n an elevated bluff, Zakon takes stock of the murder scene
below … Oblivious to the onlookers, Enok tracks the slayer
to its lair and discovers survivors of a shipwreck, both Zmee and
Elim alike.

The Sha‑Noa peninsula abounded with all manner of
exotic beasts, sweet-fruiting vines, and flowering or aromatic
plants imported by local mapmakers and biotists from their
many expeditions. Four successive generations had rendered it a
comparatively alien landscape. Though exotic flowers were now
widely cultivated, much of what lived or grew here was found
nowhere else on the island.
Since access here was so strictly controlled, Zakon couldn’t
help but wonder what secret treasures these plants possessed that
the Azhakh‑Na wanted for themselves. Hypnotics? Tranquilizers?
Toxins? Any new poison would come in handy.
And this southernmost extremity was buffeted by winds of all
sorts by night as well as by day: Land’s Breath, Sea Broom, Night’s
Kiss, Star Wash. This bluff was a flyer’s delight! But even with the
Broom now in full blow, his tendrils caught whiff of a bittersweet
scent, and one unmistakably Ish. Evidently, Hrazul and her beast
spent much time here together.
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“Did it sleep here too?” he inquired of his spy. Her interest in
espionage had flared naïvely, but now he sensed a qualm.
«Sometimes,» signed Sneak-tail Snei. “Or somewhere nearby.”
It was approaching midday and already unbearably bright.
Zakon removed his goggles and raised naked, squinting eyes upon
Mount Oush’s lofty balds and its crags of squabbling khrii.
So high. So unassailable. A nd so beyond my reach, he thought,
for nesting khrii were merciless defenders, and, for all their
weaponry, even his accompanying j’Na‑Zeru would scarce prevail
beneath a thousand stabbing beaks.
“I heard whispers of a network of caves that run through the
mountain. Up there, above the rookeries, is probably its lair.”
«Doubtful,» Zakon reasoned. “The slave spent most of its time in
the city, so nearer the outskirts is likelier.”
Snei drummed her fingers on a contraption of hide and bamboo.
“There used to be a number of such noise-makers: windmills, and
various tubes that whistled in the wind. And there were lanterns of
pumice-stone that often lit the night.”
“Stolen New Year’s thuribles, most likely.”
«No.» “Animal-shaped.”
«Animal?» “Why? And whose?”
“Self-made, I am sure of it.”
“I find that hard to believe.” Zakon struck the drum, wondering
why anyone, in this case any-thing, would pursue pointless sounds.
Only beasts and younglings so salved their disquiet. The truest
beauty was silence; indeed, the splendors of contemplation were
hardly expected of a barbarian mind.
He still held that thought when, across the clearing, Snei parted
young plantains to reveal another artifact, and was fingering it
almost reverently. It was an ebony pole, square-sided, thick as a
tree trunk, and intricately carved with the blocky, stylized heads
of various creatures. Crowning it, the semblance of a toothybeaked bird perched with gripping claws, great nacreous eyes, and
outstretched wings was so life-like, it seemed as if the bird was
poised to transport the entire edifice across the sea.
In many ways, this resembled a sort of blocky Pillar of Zmee,
and was an extraordinary piece of craft. When asked, Snei thought
it the product of some local artisan, but he quickly came to realize
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that this was not Zmee art at all; nothing serpentine graced it.
However, neither was this some primitive barbarian work.
He had invisibly observed that Enokhi creature working in town
on several occasions and had never once sighted the least cause for
concern. It was employed for only the most menial tasks, and rather
tedious ones at that. And rightly so for a slave! Notwithstanding,
in light of recent events, the evidence was mounting that the
Azhakh‑Na Oracles had all conspired to deceive the very Lord
Upholder. Why, even the ground here confirmed his suspicions.
Two great impressions remained where slabs of pumice once reposed,
with shards the only evidence of deliberate destruction.
“There must have been game squares here. Is this where you
played zhakh?”
«Yes,» replied Snei hesitantly.
“These must have been champion work. And two game squares?
Even I would have trouble with that! I wonder where the pieces
went. And about that khwatl creature? You’re certain you overheard
the slave giving it commands?”
“Yes, Upholder, but in some barbarous tongue. He often rode
into the city, then let it graze in the outskirts.”
«Without a tether?»
Snei paused, remembering. «Unsure.» “Little Animal merely
called its name, and it would come.”
“A name? Beasts naming beasts!” «Go on.»
“Chik-chik or Chira-chuk, I think.”
“Stones of the Temple! A strange creature indeed.”
“It’s his habit,” she explained. “All his creatures have an intimate
name. He’s not like us, but I don’t believe he’s inherently bad.”
«His? He!» Zakon was incensed. “We, all of us, can only work
together if we continue to believe together. Could you kill an it? Or
likewise a she?” «Answer me!»
«She? No!» “I could never be a murderer!”
«Exactly!» “There’s a world of difference between the it and the
she, so what you believe concerns us all. Don’t tell me those insipid
Azhakh‑Na have infected you.”
«N-no.» The reply lacked conviction.
“Why not complete your studies in a Zeruhawi canton? I owe
you that, young disciple. And should you share your Oracle’s hobby,
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the butterfly house in Ur‑Hozhai is grander than you can imagine.
I have,” tendrils curled in a grin, “some influence there. And the
flowers! Spreading tulip-trees, ixoras, winding groves of plumeria.
And orris, a perfumers delight! Six different kinds of plantains
abound there, some with truly spectacular blooms.”
Snei bowed. «Thank-you.» “Abandoning one Oracle for another
is unheard of, but … the City of Flowers” «I shall consider.»
“I must admit,” Zakon mused, “the notion of harnessing beasts
for labor intrigues me, though the concept’s a mite redolent. Why
exhaust ourselves in a world teeming with such living tools, eh?
Think how we could have dredged the Susyaan canal with their
labor!”
“Don’t you think it a little strange, Upholder, that the idea was
birthed in an animal’s mind?”
Zakon’s tendrils fell limp. The symmetry of the idea was faintly
amusing, but studying her face, he could swear he caught a whiff
of insolence — that, or religion. “My guards will commandeer
this bluff-land khwatl and any others they find. I’ll teach them to
respond to Zmee command.”
«Yes, Upholder.» “Maybe we should ask Enokhi. Perhaps he —”
Zakon’s tendrils darkened. «What!»
“I mean the slave of my Lord Upholder. He’s achieved … It’s
accomplished something you … we had never considered before.”
Snei cringed in the open-palmed bow of a slave, knowing she was
giving offense. “It’s at your disposal now. If we were to observe …”
«Perhaps.» “So where is that pestilent creature? You and Kite
maker both long jawed that you knew its every movement.”
“There is another place we could look,” she suggested, never
daring to raise her eyes. “On the south-eastern headlands, towards
the city.”
Zakon summoned his guards. «Lead on,» he signed to Snei. “And
do not fail me again.”
The taste of the Ish was thick on his tendrils, though there was
still no sign of it. From a grassy clearing at the edge of a beach
side bluff beneath an overlook swarming with chattering khrii,
Zakon surveyed the great sandy coastline as it curved back towards
Zu’u‑Shoran beyond the foot of the great mountain. Viewed from
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this angle, the rocky escarpments of Mount Oush formed a daunting
sight. The sheer drops of this aspect were as crisp as a plumb line.
There was nothing else like it anywhere.
Nearby, forming some great sentinel at the bluff’s edge was
a drum made of hide over a hollowed log carved in intricate
geometries. First sight suggested theft, however, the discovery of
a miniature toolkit bundled in oilcloth told otherwise. The bestial
servant had carved it.
Behind it, and half-covered in wild growth, a new pillar of
pumice had been taking shape. Even unfinished, the outline of two
chiseled palm prints positioned like menacing eyes was shocking
to contemplate. The larger was the Grand Oracle’s personal motif,
a six-fingered hand centered on a spiral, the ultimate symbol of
power; and beside it, a smaller five fingered one of similar style. It
was clearly the servant’s own hand. The implications enraged him,
and with a vicious hiss Zakon frightened a khrii off the cliff.
Beyond, specks in the sky told of the great festive prayer kites for
which the Zu’u‑Shoranians were famous — Stargazer’s inventions
all, if you believed all that Xira brayed of herself. Though wholly
unknown in the north, locals championed Hozny Kitemaker as the
perfecter of the art. Like Snei, she had long been Xira’s snoop, and
he could leverage that, Zakon mused, if Snei lost heart in her duty.
Further afield, a pod of yash’kh postured on the beach. Closer
to the bluff, an unusual trio lay in spindlewood shade. Two were
Zmee, he could easily see. The third brought to mind the image of
zhrat on a carcass.
Zakon peeled off a goggle. “Have you a spyglass?” «Hurry!»
«Yes.» Snei fumbled through her pouch, then gasped as she
focused on the scene below. “So much blood!”
«Blood?» “Give me that,” he hissed, snatching the instrument.
A creature resembling the slave was hovering over a youngling,
who seemed unnaturally sprawled and far too still for a youngster.
“What could leaky-eye mean for the Ish?”
«Uncertain.» “First Disciple would know.”
“Your Wise-eye was an Oracle. Now she’s dead,” Zakon hissed,
staring numbly through the spyglass. “Tell me of the Ish: is it the
breeding fires, perhaps? Or rage?”
«Rage?» “How should I know? Am I Wise-eye? But maybe!”
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Zakon’s tendrils then rippled with rage of their own. “Guards!
To the beach immediately. Seize the murderer!”
The pair sped towards him, and bowed. «Yes?»
“Down there!” An angry finger stabbed at the three dots on the
beach-scape. “It’s that wretched Ish! Don’t let it escape!”
The guards bowed again and made to retrace their path through
the scrub.
“Fools! Glide, you legless lizards!” «Fly! Fly!»
As the j’Na‑Zeru took a flying leap, he returned the spyglass to
Snei, whose tendrils wept at the sight.
The slave had been standing over a youngling, lancing her with
a massive pike, and smeared with her blood. A dead Oracle lay
beside her. At first he thought the murderer might have been one
of Ukhaz’s invaders, but Snei readily identified the Enokhi creature
— the twin locks of russet fur, the flimsy leather garment about its
loins, and of course, the copper manacle of a slave. And now it was
making a run for it, half-dragging the heavy weapon. As if it could
escape his airborne guards!
So here it was: barbarism, undiluted, mad, and pointless. It
had been only four days since the invaders crossed the reefs. How
quickly the slave had succumbed to their influence! The ‘infection’
had spread even faster than Xira and Ukhaz dared hope. No doubt,
they would be giddy with glee at the news. However, he was the
Upholder, the custodian of civilization, and he abhorred this darker
side of duty, for only in the likes of modest Hrazul had he ever
found a reflection of all he truly cherished.
That she died was simply awful.
And regrettable.
But necessary.
ENOK

PUZO

HATAN
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Enok rose on his elbows in shock. Where a Zmee
would instinctively flee, he found himself frozen to the spot,
stunned by the horror assaulting his eyes. Without warning,
a tremendous force jerked him upright, bringing him face-to-chest
with the largest … the tallest …
Just what exactly was it?
The creature stooped to look him in the eye.
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Its face was round, flat and with a nub for snout, a thin crack for
a mouth, and merest of dots for eyes.
No scales. No tendrils. Hairless.
Then came words that sounded like gibberish at first, guttural,
incoherent, and so unexpected that anxious moments passed before
recognition dawned. It was Enok’s own childhood language, and
the creature was an Elim youngling, but of such impossible size!
“Your cry for help … healing … sea serpents. Come now,” urged
the beast-boy motioning him to follow. Was it really a boy?
How str ange it sounds without the hissing, Enok thought,
and after so many years, how alien.

Tree-crabs strung over the stranger’s shoulder struggled
hopelessly for freedom. And it became clear as the boy rounded that
he was not completely hairless: a single fettered lock grew behind a
mangled lobeless ear.
With clenched fists, a part of Enok wanted to kill this Ish-beastboy, or whatever the creature was. The better part demanded
he stay and tend to his only friend. His heart was racing. Hands
trembled with rage. Eyes were wide from shock and confusion. An
inchoate wail cramped his mouth. Realizing the youngling was
still twitching, he knelt over her tenderly, and the words of a halfforgotten language, propelled by the overwhelming outpouring of
emotion, burst from stammering lips.
“What … you … done!?” he howled at the stranger.
Drawn by the youngling’s whimpering, the beast-boy returned
with his long black pike, and made to skewer the little disciple
through the heart. Enok’s hands grappled to resist the stranger’s,
but were ineffectual against that hideous strength, and through that
unholy contact, he sensed not hatred, but a dark moral force aloft
of any guilt, that accepted the rightness of the slaying as the pike
plunged effortlessly down, sickeningly down, down through flesh,
sinew and bone and deep into sand.
With his vision blurred and tasting salty tears, Enok collapsed to
his knees with hands still on the weapon — while the barbarian fled
jabbering as if no more affected by death than a zhrat.
Enok strove to wrench the pike free, but it was stuck fast. There
was naught now but one thing to do. Leaning with all his might,
tears coursing down his cheeks, he kept wobbling the great shaft
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till it loosened. When it finally came free, he brandished the heavy
thing with overburdened hands. This wickedness of wood would
wreak justice, he swore, for one more creature would be slain this
day.
Kneeling over Hrazul, anxious for signs of life but finding none,
he whispered lovingly, drying his cheeks with a bloodstained hand,
“Goodbye my egg-sister, and my only friend.” Then in barbarian
tongue he growled for every ear to hear:
“I … Enok … beast … kill!”
He turned to pursue the beast-boy, but all that remained was a
trail of huge footprints that led through rather than around the pod
of yash’kh. He hurriedly followed the trail, dragging the heavy
weapon, taking two for every step of the stranger’s while steering
clear of the sea-beasts. Beyond the pod, he caught sight of the trail
again as it curved sharply landward and continued along the foot of
a sandy escarpment.
“First he asks for help, and then he runs away!” M aybe he’s afr aid,
Enok thought, but surely not of me. What kind of help would a
giant want anyway?

The beach narrowed then broadened again at the mouth of the
pebbly cove where his outrigger lay careened under spindlewoods
by a freshet. How tiny his craft now seemed beside the wreckage
of an alien pontoon. And there, in an arrangement too orderly to
have been left by the tide, lay piled his discarded instruments. The
beast-boy was here, somewhere.
He searched wildly for any telltale signs of traffic, but the pebbles
precluded that. Had the giant scaled the cliff? On the far side of
the cove, a sandy overhang had collapsed into a great jumble of
sandstone boulders and ruined vegetation. And there amidst sprays
of sand were the imprints he sought: a heel here, toes there.
There had to be a cave!
Behind boulders and a loose drapery of pea-vines, his suspicions
were confirmed. A narrow-mouthed cave had been tunneled into
the cliff-face. But where was the excavated sand? This made no
sense, unless … unless the cave had been covertly dug.
Enok hesitated, fearful of imagined dangers and possibly even of
victory. Killing was for barbarians, he knew, but after witnessing
the stranger’s unflinching brutality, what other options were
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there? Surely justice and revenge here were one and the same?
With practiced ease, it had murdered two beautiful, gentle, and
intelligent creatures — not for food, not in defense, but for some
other unfathomable reason. Was there any predicting how this
madness would end?
Enok was still burning with fury, the tragedy and the agony of
Hrazul’s final expression indelibly etched in his mind. He decided
against caution and embraced the darkest certainty. A life for a life,
the price would be paid, even at the forfeit of his own.
With both hands firmly on the weapon, Enok dragged it into the
cave, and there he was immediately astonished by its size. No effort,
this, of some hurried digging. The hollowed-out inverted sculpture,
with high-domed ceiling and vents, and a raised circular bed to one
side bore all the hallmarks of Zmee design.
Necks, charred rib cages, and broiled zhrat legs curled from
agony littered the blackened hearth at its center. Fleshy strips
dangled from a makeshift bamboo tripod, curing in the smoke. The
globular fats of an eviscerated yash’kh had made a bucket of one of
his drums. The horned and wrinkled head of a tusked tortoise hung
limply from the hollow of its upturned shell. Two wings of a large
bull khrii hung proudly, the trophy given false animation by the
flickering flames as they cast long leaping shadows upon the walls
of cave. And dancing round the flames was his fire-bird pet.
“Jin‑jin!”
In all, the sights and the smells were a horror surpassing any
tannery or scenes of bloated carcasses as scavengers’ buffets. Enok
let slip the heavy weapon by the hearth, and smoldering ash hissed
wickedly as he doubled over and retched.
From amidst the darkness came another kind of hiss, a serpent’s
breath.
On hands and knees, from the corner of an eye, the visage of a
cowering Zmee sobered him. With its hands bound, neck and tail
shackled and fettered to a thick peg in the ground, there was little
chance of escape. A twisted fingerless hand suggested torture. The
cripple eyed him briefly with all the apathy of the condemned, no
trace of recognition in her eyes. This was not someone he knew.
Enok whispered, “Are you alright?”
The prisoner gave no response.
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“Who are you? Where have you come from?”
Again, no reply.
This was hardly the time for etiquette, he decided, and made a
poor attempt at soliciting her name in his native tongue.
“Zaraza,” she replied in his language. “Sons of gods … coming.
They take … life … stones.”
“Stones? Gods?” She was using words he had never heard before,
and everything was baffling.
A moan caught his attention.
Almost spanning the circle of the bed lay a feverish barbarian.
Poultices of ash, sea lettuce, and some alien fabric made a veritable
corpse of the body. Though superior in size to himself, this new
stranger was clearly outmatched by the giant boy, and like the boy,
was attired in skimpy hides, though more elaborately embroidered.
A narrow leather tunic, however, seemed an outright useless
garment. Yet, with so much to assimilate, it was the limbs that drew
the eye. The castaway had remarkably delicate feet, and the legs
seemed rather lovely despite the bloodied drapery.
A shuffling at the doorway and a passing shadow shattered the
inspection. The giant had returned with a leaky pail improvised of
one of Enok’s own drums. And it was with surprising tenderness
that he knelt to prop his patient’s head with a pillow of sponges and
water their lips from a conch. Despite their more elegant dimensions,
the bed-bound barbarian seemed the elder, and was hairless too but
for a single lock of hair.
Ruddy-brown was Enok’s own, or so Hrazul defined it, but the
strangers’ hair glistened like the midday sand. But were they really
his kindred? Their enormous size was puzzling, and he felt like a
runt beside them. Or a youngling! Judging by the cuts and weals on
their arms and legs, they had both survived a terrible ordeal. Not
surprising, really, for he too had once been nearly pummeled to
death on the razor reefs and tormented by jellyfish swarms.
“Sea serpents,” spoke the giant boy. More gibberish, then: “Sink
boat … eat … much heal … help.”
Interpreting was difficult. Had they been ravaged by sea serpents?
Is that how he lost half an ear? Did the smaller one need medicine?
Then why hadn’t he just asked Hrazul instead of murdering her?
Angry and confused, enraged but curious, Enok examined the
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sleeper more closely. The poultices against jellyfish burns were a
Zmee trick. How had the stranger learned of it?
“Why … Ish … kill … Zmee?” Enok stammered.
“Save you,” the giant replied.
Save him? Did they think he was being attacked? This was ‘kill
first and think later,’ the very atrociousness of which the Zmee had
long arraigned of his kind.
The sleeper’s forehead was hot to the touch; a foul humor
reigned. Poultices were insufficient on their own. Healing herbs
were needed, and soon.
The greater size notwithstanding, the proportions of the sleeper’s
chest and shoulders were more elegant the boy’s. The neck was
slender, and beneath the soot and grime, the skin was as velvety
as lilies. Indeed, beyond the fetor, there lingered something floral,
sweet, and musky, something from childhood and once familiar,
now long forgotten. How unexpected was the triggered rush of
memories: a caring face with soft brown eyes, moist lips to the
forehead, the rubbing of noses.
‘G oodnight, little r ascal,’ his mother had sung.
Enok shuddered.
This was not another he, but a she.
An inner voice was sounding caution.
Zmee died of old age, or rare accidents in the mines and forges.
‘Noble deaths’ the Zmee called them. However, what Enok had
witnessed today was monstrous. Murder, the most heinous of crimes,
was unheard of in Zoar since Zakon ruled as Upholder. How could
he break this unhappy news to Zoia and the others? What was he to
do about these Ish? Could he just exit quietly, or would this giant
snuff him like he slew Hrazul?
P erhaps not, Enok thought, he needs my help. But if I made a
run for it

…

Jin‑jin was tugging at scraps from the hearth. Enok shuffled the
bird angrily towards the doorway. “Not now, glutton! Outside!”
The entrance was free. And the giant youth was gone again!
If there was ever a chance to run for help, this was surely it. He
hurried to free the captive, remembering too late that his knife was
back at the tannery. The zhrat had almost certainly stolen it by now.
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And the tethering stake refused to budge. The cripple would have
to remain where she was.
I really should flee while I can!

The Zmee gave a small hiccup. Jin‑jin squawked in alarm, and
hissing at a shadow in the entrance.
“Not past me,” snarled the shadow, and Enok realized he had
been thinking aloud.
The shape entered the cave, leading with a three-pronged spear.
Another Zmee followed, their paler features contrasting against the
dark now threatening with a weapon at Enok’s throat. It was the
dreaded Upholder himself!
“Watch out!” Enok cautioned. “There’s a giant Ish —”
“Silence!” Zakon roared. “I have seen more than enough.”
“Sneak-tail, is that you?”
«O Servant! O Servant!» The disciple’s neck was arched, her
tendrils in spasms, and her mouth open wide and wheezing in the
Zmee equivalent of crying.
Zakon addressed the tethered Zmee without success.
“She does not understand you,” Enok explained.
«Nonsense!» “Abducting a Zmee! Outrageous!”
“No, I found her this way!”
“What?” Zakon spat. “In the slave’s own hideaway?” «Liar!»
Snei struggled to free the cripple, but the rope held fast.
Zakon proffered a hand. “Take the dagger from my wrist-wrap.”
Snei cut the cords, and motioned the cripple outside. The
newcomer met and held Enok’s trailing gaze with a sardonic grin
as she left.
«Out! Out!» Zakon gestured gruffly. “Everybody, go!”
Outside, the point of Zakon’s weapon forced Enok against the
boulders. The Zmee trident was a deadly harpoon. Trigger released,
its three darts would be propelled at tremendous speed, any one of
which would rip a hole in his body wider than a serpent’s thumb.
There were many uses for the vulcanized latex of the thaakh tree,
and this was its deadliest.
Under the spindlewoods, Snei struggled to communicate with
the newcomer, while two angry j’Na‑Zeru rummaged through the
giant’s debris.
“Her name is Zaraza.”
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Enok wiped his brow of tension’s sweat, chillingly aware now
of the conclusions being drawn from the sight of his blue bloodied
hands. Snei refused to face him, but he guessed her thoughts.
“She … she told me so,” he stammered in Ish-glot.”
“Ish-glot?” Zakon was incredulous. “And she divulged her
private name to a beast?” «Preposterous!»
“You don’t —”
The trident pressed hard against his throat. The wounds coiled
within it were tangible. No need for any trigger to invoke death
now, just one sharp thrust would end him. Hrazul had never feared
anything except j’Na‑Zeru guards, the Upholder, and Zeruhawi in
a bad mood. In Zakon, all three met.
“You don’t know the full story …” croaked Enok.
“The evidence speaks for itself.” Behind his insectoid goggles,
Zakon’s eyes were fixed on Enok’s blood-rubbed brow. “Hidden in
a cove, guarded by yash’kh evening and morning, our most active
times of day …” He leaned forward, baring yellowed fangs. “It has
learned our ways too well. And now I do what I must.”
“Her own tongue is foreign to her,” observed Snei mournfully.
“She must have been reared in captivity. See the docked hand?”
«Barbaric!»
Even hands burnt at the forges still had some digits. So, to Enok’s
eyes, the deformity seemed more likely a defect of birth. Pink stubs
in place of fingers, the objects of Snei’s gall, evoked all the more
sympathy as it was her left hand, the primary hand of a Zmee.
Beyond the crippled Zmee lay his beloved outrigger, ruined. It
was all just wreckage now, strewn across the escarpment as Zakon’s
over-zealous goons delighted in tearing it apart.
Enok shuddered. The sense of foreboding was palpable. “Look.
These are tragic circumstances, but Ssla above, I’ve done nothing
wrong! The Isha in the cave —”
“An Isha? A female? You there! Guards!” Zakon cried, halting
the destruction. “Fetch the sow!”
“‘Breeding fires render all Ish savage,’” wailed Snei. “So say all
the lore. xxxix You — it! — almost had me convinced. On New
xxxix A misquote of the Aphorisms: If breeding fires render all beasts savage,
then in our time Zmee too are beasts.
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Year’s Eve, oh such an eloquent story of mistaken intention, of illchanced location and time. Is the same excuse to be pleaded again?”
Her hands and tendrils were trembling from shock and from
rage and from everything else.
“And now we discover the brood! An Isha guarded by the Jin‑jin
fire-bird! Murderer! Murderer! Murderer!” she wailed.
“What? No! And Jin‑jin’s harmless. Please, let me explain —”
Jin‑jin had been perched atop a boulder hissing angrily, but at
the mention of deir name, dey fell biting and clawing upon Zakon’s
tail. The response was immediate. With a resounding whip! he
dashed Jin‑jin against the rocks with such a force that it left the bird
unconscious.
Zakon growled lowly, tendrils bristling. «Barbarian! Deceiver!»
“I saw the murder from the cliff top … the Oracle lying still … the
slave — the beast! — gloating over the youngling with its hands
upon the weapon. We both saw it!”
“You didn’t see everything! Look at the evidence logically. Won’t
you at least let me defend myself?”
With astonishing speed, too quick for evasive action, the blur
that was Zakon’s trident swung about and — crack! — clubbed him
with such force that Enok felt sure he’d been decapitated.
In that last heartbeat, that timeless moment separating life and
whatever came after it, darkness fell swiftly as he heard the dragon’s
reply.
“No!”
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nok’s former mistress suggests a wildly different plan of escape
that will recover the lost time. Unfortunately, they have to
brave the city yet again and enter Xira’s personal domain. The
plan succeeds but at terrible cost.

“Her!”
Such was the venom in Zoia’s utterance, and so unexpected,
that Enok was left momentarily stunned, and no less so than
if she had physically struck him.
“If not for her I would still be in the cell, or rotting food for the
crabs,” Enok shot back. “You are far too harsh in your judgment,
Oracle!”
The rejoinder was equally swift. “And you are too hasty with
yours.”
The silence between them thickened. His old mistress eyed him
warily, wanting to speak yet somehow unable. Her great eyelids
were droopy and her tendrils leaden, only by shades less haggard
than death.
What was the source of her antipathy towards Naama, surely
nothing as simple as jealousy? In the end, he felt ashamed. He had
never before raised words against Zoia. The tension had grown so
palpable that he bowed reflexively in appeasement, but clumsily.
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“It’s alright,” she forgave at length, “You are not my servant
anymore. Just remember, this is, practically, your first encounter
with your own race. You would be well advised to be cautious.”
“I am being cautious, Oracle.”
“After all, the duplicity of your kind is legend, and a burgeoning
intimacy between male and female,” she sighed wearily, “warps all
rational thought. That is the way of your kind.”
“Humpf. And not of yours? Storytellers have long had me imagine
my people as witless savages. Well, I’m beginning to see things
differently now. The Isha is affecting my judgment you say? Good.
Better the truth than the fable.”
«Consider!» “In your lack of experience, you confuse splendor
with virtue: that which is beautiful must also be good.”
“And the learned Zmee mistake ignorance for stupidity: the
Ish who live simply must also be brutish. Both suppositions are
false. Civilization, as Zmee would define it, is not the hallmark
of intelligence, Oracle. Besides, of itself, ignorance is not a failing.
Whereas willful ignorance — Oracle, I’m not being funny!”
There was no mistaking the quaint curling and uncurling of the
tendrils. Zoia was grinning broadly, Zmee style, gleeful as a zhrat
at a banquet. “You are lecturing me.” «Yes you are!» In fact, given
her weakened state, she was positively beaming. “So, the butterfly
emerges at last.
Butterfly? Emerge? Where was the humor in that?
“It’s clear that Naama’s not fond of Zmee,” he admitted weakly,
while stowing the ointment away. “Perhaps, given her experiences,
like the tragedy on the reefs, she has little reason to. However, I
would sooner trust her than a dozen Zakons. And it looks as if she
saved your life as well. Or perhaps you would have preferred being
entombed alive, slowly bleeding to death, to become another relic
for the Reliquary?”
Ignoring the sarcasm, Zoia blinked and narrowed her eyes as
indecision played upon the features of her careworn face. After so
many years, Enok knew that look only too well. She was considering
the possibility that she might be wrong. Of course, she would never
actually say so. She was an Oracle, a vaunted authority, and used to
dispensing opinions in the guise of wisdom’s morsels. And besides,
she was stubborn.
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“The Isha made an excellent bandage.”
Ah, the admission, couched subtly in praise.
“She’s quite resourceful, Oracle. The Upholder underrated her.”
“So it would seem. But, even with your Isha’s help, leaving the
safety of Zoar is foolish.” «Much danger!»
Disbelief rang in his ears. “Safety? Foolish? Oracle, you cannot
be serious! The Upholder would have posses out scouring all Zoar
by now. We’re doomed if we stay here. Surely you must see that.”
“Without us, Enok, you are almost certainly doomed if you do
go. Where exactly is your destination? The mainland is vast beyond
imagining! And where will this Isha lead you, has she said? And
what do you know about her, really? You may be of the same race,
but you are not of the same kind. Trust is earned, Enok; earned, not
thrown.
“Be warned,” Zoia continued, laboring to breathe, “the moment
someone says ‘Trust me alone,’ then you know you cannot really
trust them. Stop and think for a moment. Is she truly here through
misadventure? Frankly, why is she here at all? And who are these
giants? I met such brutes once before, so many years ago now. They
were a terror I had hoped to forget.”
“The Isha values my judgment. She likes me, and doesn’t treat
me like some mere servant.” Enok was going to add ‘not any more,’
but curbed his tongue. True, Naama’s attitude towards him had
originally been imperious. But it had changed suddenly, though he
was loath to admit any of this to Zoia. Not just now, anyway.
“Enok, I have known you nearly all your life, and have been
watching over you closely lo these twice-twelve years. lii We have
been through much together, and I make no apologies if it has not
always been easy. Your situation required certain precautions. We
were working to a plan … Hiss …” She winced from some inner
twinge. “I need water.”
“Hold on. The Isha won’t be long.”
«Exasperated!» “I hope one day you’ll appreciate the wisdom of
the plan. But how were we to ever know your race matured so very
lii

Since Zmee are six-fingered, their numbering is based on multiples of
six and twelve, with the latter seen as the perfect or most compete of
numbers. All administrative cycles follow this pattern.
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slowly? Honestly, there were times when the High Wisdom and I
thought you were stunted, or retarded, or something.”
P lan? What plan? “You should have confided in me, Oracle. I’m
not a youngling anymore.”
Zoia grinned weakly. “Nor a servant, it seems. You’ve changed
so much so quickly, I can hardly —”
“I have water.” Naama had returned with a huge body-sized leaf
of some enormous ginger folded into a temporary bucket. It was
flimsy and heavy. A sneeze and it would all fall apart.
Zoia motioned with her snout. “If you could pass me the
medicine stick, there’s a troche I need.”
Enok obliged, and Zoia, coiling her serpentine body and rising
from her mossy bed, opened her mouth wide to accept the gift, leaf
and all.
With a tilt of the head for gratitude, she hissed slowly in Y’lan,
“Thank … you,” signing «Much. Much,» meaning, of course, many
of such.
Was this a first small step towards reconciliation? Enok could
only wonder. Naama, who had had a Zmee servant, was for once of
service to a Zmee, and here was an Oracle, who had had an Ish for
a servant (and never once thanked him for anything!) with a debt of
gratitude to an Isha.
Symmetry: here it was, woven into the very fabric of life. Was it
symbolic of something deeper?
“Ow!” Enok winced from a poke in the ribs. Naama’s iron fingers
again.
“Don’t get too cozy reminiscing. There is still a boat to be caught,
and I’m no such darling of any goddess to succeed with time itself
my enemy! Has the snake blubbered anything useful?”
Zoia chimed, surprised, “Boat?”
“Boat?” Enok echoed.
“Yes, boat,” Naama snapped.
“It’s the same word in both languages,” observed the Oracle. “If I
understand your intentions correctly, then you have well and truly
missed the boat.”
Enok managed to rise and keep standing. The head was clearer
now. “We plan to intercept it on the sunrise coast. I beg you, Oracle,
do not interfere.”
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“However slim, your best hope is to aim for the cape between the
weedwaters, but it’s unlikely you bipeds will make it on foot. Not
now, anyway.” «Too dangerous!»
Naama was fidgeting impatiently. “Enok, I just can’t stay here
bantering forever.”
“Servant,” Zoia began, then realized her mistake. That address
was longer appropriate. “Little Ish, I suspect you know the maps as
well as any disciple. It’s treacherous terrain for something with only
legs. Unprepared, we have no chance of surviving the crossing. The
Fear! The Fear! There’s —”
“Then I shall die trying, Oracle. I meant every word. We cannot
stay anymore!”
The three in the grotto faced each other silently. Naama’s eyes
darted occasionally, probing the gloom, ready to pounce at the
slightest movement.
Tok-tok-tok.
The amazon leapt into the open, flashing a makeshift obsidian
dagger.
Tok-tok-tok.
A driller-bird pecking a hole in a trunk was the only sound in
the forest.
“It’s risky, but … there is an alternative,” Zoia suggested, in a
slow and tantalizing way.
“I hope it’s faster.”
“‘Better to round the mountain than climb it.’” That was one of
her favorite scriptures.
“Oracle, please!”
“You forget this is Stargazer’s city. Her compound is just beyond
its limits, by the mountain aqueduct.”
So, X ir a’s sky-boats are nearby.

Naama shifted impatiently. “What’s the dragon saying? I want
to know.”
Enok and Zoia, however, continued unbroken.
“Her balloons won’t take us to the mainland — not this time of
the year. The winds blow in the opposite direction.”
«Indeed not,» signed the Oracle, searching for a hint of sky
through the thick canopy, tracing an invisible line towards to the
eastern sea.
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Right into the path of the boat! Perhaps all was not lost.
«Quietly!» “We need to retrace our path, then skirt around
Ra’a‑Zohari to the foothills of the Gha-Ghara.”
Enok shuddered as the suggestion struck home. “No, Oracle!
Not the city again!”
“We stow aboard one of her sky-boats before the evening mists
roll in, and should all go well, we’ll have raised the dawn sea long
before the pilgrims pass.”
“By morning? Then we have a day to spare.”
«Wrong!» “No time to lose! The Dragon Boat plies the canal —”
“The Susyaan tidal? It would need a truly grand tide!”
Naama’s frustration was rising. “If you’re considering options, I
need to know —” she began, but faltered under the Oracle’s glare.
“The day Wise-eye died,” explained Zoia, “the new canal was
officially opened. In fact, she had been on her way to celebrations
there. Anyhow, tide is no longer a factor. We have less time than
you think. Besides, if you truly understood what stalks the eastern
swamps you would never have left the cell! All Zmee fear,” her
tendrils quivered at the thought, “The Fear.”
Well, as everyone kept reminding him, he was no Zmee. Why
should he fear the — well, whatever they were. Could anything be
worse than swarming tree-ants? Enok shuddered. One couldn’t help
but hate green ants. And if The Fear were even worse —
“What’s the snake saying?” Naama had broken his pondering with
another poke to the ribs. “I have to get going; with you preferably,
without you if I must.”
“Back to city.” He knew of no word in Y’lan for ‘balloon.’ “Fly,”
he explained with a fluttering gesture. “We fly.”
Naama’s mouth hung open, her painted forehead wrinkled and
incredulous. “Sailing on yash’kh, and now what? Flying on khrii?
By all the hells! Could you even find one my size? And how would
you steer them? No, I say go though the forest as planned. What
makes you think this will succeed?”
Enok grinned weakly, though with a growing sense of confidence.
“Boldness.”
“I like it when you smile,” she said, returning his. “But — blood
of the gods, Enok! — a Zmee is ever a Zmee! Who knows what her
true motives might be? And what if it’s a trap?”
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He took stock of the darkening sky, grin fading as a shadow
crossed his brow. “Not certain. Nothing certain.” And that was the
absolute truth. Should he blindly accept the word of the Oracle,
his former captor, now, when so much was at stake, or entrust his
life to Naama in a blind trek across dangerous terrain? “Zmee not
liking forest. Beast at night.”
“Well then, if there’s something they are afraid of, then they
won’t be pursuing us, will they? They haven’t the gall to their liver.
Look, I’m forced to rely on your judgment here. Either she will
create a non-existent pressure and force a bad decision, or she may
try to lull you with talk of old friendships. ‘We have known each
other for years,’ blah, blah, blah. ‘Can you really trust the Isha?’ is
what she’s bound to say …
“Trust me,” added Naama emphatically, and drawing him close
with her hand to the back of his neck, “it’s the old divide-andconquer strategy. These cowards are famous for it. Then they blindside you. So, no, it’s not your ailing friend that worries me, but
rather her accomplices.”
“Blind-side? Accomplices?” Words without meaning.
“A fork in the road is as good as a trap, and when you least expect
it,” her clawed fingers stabbed him, “the serpents strike.” She drew
him even closer, whispering emphatically, “I know this from experience, Enok. A Zmee just can’t be trusted. Even one you grew up
with. This,” she flashed her new dagger, “is the only thing I trust.
And ‘Guard your mouth, and save your skin,’ is the best of rules to
live by. So be careful what you tell her, Enok, and stay alert.”
It should have been an easy decision. All they had to do was leave
Zoia behind and march off into the night, but something niggled
him to be cautious. Whose advice should he follow?
On one hand, Zoia kept talking of we; on the other, Naama
had let slip too many Is. And Zoia’s reasoning was sound: trust the
familiar, not the untried. Both probably meant well, but Zoia had
an intimate knowledge of this city, and that could work in their
favor. Moreover, if the pilgrim’s boat could now ply the Susyaan
canal, then they were desperately short of time.
At last, he made up his mind. The risks were incalculable, but the
rewards were too great to ignore. And with a bit of luck, tonight
would turn out better than had today.
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“Lead on,” he nudged his former mistress. Follow, he gestured to
Naama as he took up the rear. If he nursed any hope at all now it
was that he would never regret this decision.
However, Naama had ideas of her own. Her painted face came
within a breath of Zoia’s as she ran the flat of the dagger across
the serpent’s snout. “You might be his friend,” she challenged
sarcastically, “but if you betray us, I promise by my mother’s hearth,
I will rip out your blue beating heart and eat it raw.” And addressing
Enok, she added, “You make certain she understands that.”
However, no translation came. Zoia understood the threat well
enough on her own. In the blink of an eye, with a whip of her
tail from behind, she deftly swept Naama backwards off her feet to
disarm her in a stroke. Like a predator poised for the kill, pinning
her down with clawed hands, Zoia growled a word in Naama’s own
tongue.
“Barbarian!” then added angrily in Zmee, “Better for all if I keep
the dagger.”
Enok sighed. Perhaps reconciliation would take a little longer.
So, it was back to the city.
The forest of immense thaakh trees and the labyrinths formed of
their buttressing roots were something truly spectacular. Together
they were grander and more humbling than anything Enok had
imagined from maps.
The trio, led by Zoia, moved erratically through it, pausing
frequently for telltale signs of pursuers or workers harvesting latex.
Air orchids thrived here. Long strands of glaucous mosses hung
like smoke in the air. The forest was wreathed in shadow, and thick
with tree-ferns, fan palms, and so many kinds of parasitic vines.
No place for Elim eyes, this; here is where Zmee had all the
advantage. They were hardly nocturnal yet had the eyes of a night
creature, in addition to their other alien senses. Hrazul had often
found him in the dark, even in deepest jungle. She could ‘see his
heat,’ she had said, even trace his scent. Now he was relying on
Zoia to keep them from straying, or being discovered, though her
unsteady pace was annoying. It had little to do with age or her
weakened condition. Zmee had a habit of dashing in bursts, pausing
like a viper to ‘taste’ the air before dashing forward again.
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On the contrary, lagging Naama was skilled in stealth. Creeping
sideways with eyes to the rear, she made nary a sound; no rustling
branch or snapping twig gave her away. Despite her size, she was
graceful in action, enchanting to watch, but her beauty seemed
somehow diminished after the Reliquary vision. No time could
erase the image of the delicate Isha with the midnight complexion.
As she crept past him, muttering, “Though I feel naked
without a blade, if she wasn’t your friend, I’d have killed her,” he
comprehended that her silence had been resentful, for in a single
day both an ailing Zmee and an untrained youth had bested her.
He had gloated but for a moment when struck by smears of blue
where she holstered her fangs. It was Zmee blood. And fresh. But
whose?
She met his gaze, and winked. “Yes, I would have. Even without
a knife.”
No longer concerned with guarding the rear, Naama trailed Zoia
closely. Then, amidst the primeval landscape, the pair stumbled
across a very welcome path. Ornate pumice lanterns bordered it,
high to the chin, yet dark and unlit. ‘Fire-warders,’ Zoia called
them.
Gnarled and ancient trees made whispered commentary as Zoia
surveyed the road in both directions before speeding across to hide
in a labyrinth of roots. On a signal from her tail, Naama followed,
then Enok.
«Too risky,» she signed. “A forest worker’s road. Civils ought to
be lighting the warders soon, to protect —”
“Where to now, then?” asked Naama eagerly.
Zoia addressed Enok. “Two watch-sixth’s up the road is the
Reliquary. liii My old disciple’s home isn’t too far beyond it, but we
will have to move bole-to-bole, quarter-circle round the city.”
Naama was alert, scanning the treetops. Limb ground against
limb as trees groaned a warning. “What’s that weird sound?”
“Trees.”
“No, Enok. The other sound.”
liii

A sixth of a watch, or just sixth or span in Zmee parlance equals our
twenty minutes, though no culture yet reckons time so minutely.
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The amazon’s ears were exceptional. Moments passed before he
heard it too, distant night-howlers hooting wildly.
“Nothing to worry about,” Zoia reassured, sensing their growing
concern.
The Fear! The Fear!

Melding with the sough of the wind in the canopy came a lamen
tation, a song of terror and death that only Enok perceived.
Naama leaned over to whisper, “What did she say?”
Seeing Enok had frozen, listening intently, Zoia inquired, “Ish,
what’s wrong?”
O sister! O sister! You fell to The Fear!

Someone had died, someone much beloved.
“We best not go that way. Evil lurks nearby,” he answered the
Oracle. “Something truly fearful.”
«Fearful?» “The Fear! So close to the city? How do you know?”
The look of terror on his old teacher’s face became one of surprise,
then understanding.
She knows. Somehow, she had learned of his ever-strengthening
gift with beast-song. Odd, he had never told her. Maybe Hrazul or
Alazar had.
“Is there a problem?” Naama was feeling left out again.
“Beast here. Danger much. You not hear beast-words?”
Being of the same race, he assumed Naama shared this ability. A
wrong assumption, he realized, when she spat, “Don’t be silly. No
one understands beasts.”
“Zmee hear Ish-talk. I hear Zmee-talk.”
“That’s different,” she replied, and gave him the strangest of
looks when he asked “How?” in return.
«Danger!» “Come on, bipeds! Both of you!”
Naama wagged her head at Zoia’s panicked expression. “¡Tsk.
Alright, we stick to the path, and may the Goddess forgive the
cowardly.” She motioned to Zoia. “Go on, worm-breath. No point
lingering.”
The trio kept to the open road for longer than Enok thought wise.
Though broad, its frequent arcs and lush verges meant little warning
of a posse rounding a bend. Zoia was leading in erratic Zmee
fashion, noticeably slowing, with Naama distantly shadowing. If
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danger was present, the amazon clearly believed it to lie behind
them again rather than afore.
And now they had come to a fork in the road. The wider path
seemed clear and well-used. The divergent trail had become littered,
and narrowed with encroaching bracken.
The Oracle paused for breath by a towering fire-warder doubling
as a roadside marker. “The forest highway now leads straight to
town. I would not consider it safe.”
Enok translated, and Naama’s kohl-stained eyes widened in
reminder: The fork in the road.
“This way,” Zoia gestured looking frailer than ever, taking the
overgrown trail. “If we find water … I need to rest. Ahead should
be a ramp into the forest mid-story.”
“I’m not sure about this, Oracle. A tree-way leaves little room for
maneuvering. I feel safer on the ground.”
«Worry not.» “This is an early-season lot. The sap harvesters are
further inland; this path is mostly disused. With luck, we might
find an abandoned water bladder or two. Besides, this tree-way arcs
the city to exit across the aqueduct near Stargazer’s compound.”
Naama was making eyes and wagging her head.
“There’s more you’re not telling me, Oracle.”
Zoia’s great eyes met his and he comprehended the pleading in
them. She needed his help as much as he did hers. Zmee were amph
ibious, and in her present condition, she wouldn’t last long without
water. The aqueduct would necessarily be high above ground.
And the tree-way gained her the elevation she needed while some
strength yet remained.
Enok shuddered from the realization: Zoia was even frailer than
was she letting on.
“Your eyes are leaking, little Ish.”
“Naama calls them tears. It’s a weeping of the eyes.”
«Time for that later.» She gave Naama a florid spiraling gesture,
who with lifted eyes to the canopy seemed to grasp the intent.
The scowl confirmed it. “There are gangways in the treetops?
We’ll have nowhere to flee if confronted. I warned you, Enok.
Smells of trap to me.”
“Water there. Zmee need water muchly.”
“Two scalps with a single swipe, is that what she’s saying?”
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Another strange new word. “Scalp?”
“Forget it,” Naama sighed with a sideways glance at the Oracle.
“I’ll take up the rear again. Just in case.”
The narrow branch of the forest highway ended at the base of a
magnificent thaakh tree, then rose again above its great buttressing
roots in a wide spiral gangway of roped planks sticky from resinous
spilth. Weeping veils of air moss gave it all the looks of some
giant spider’s lair. In the forest twilight, imagination conjured up
arachnid terrors, and Enok, with regular unease, sought comfort in
backward glances at Naama. But the haunting sight made even the
amazon shudder. When he last checked, she was tottering zigzag
across the swaying bridge, growling and pointing upwards at an
even higher tree-way that almost paralleled their own.
“Enok!” she cried out as loudly as she dared. “This is insane!
A posse could be lying in wait above!” He followed her pointing
finger. “Look, over there: more gangways. Up, down, left, right:
it’s a maze of death for sure.”
Enok shared her fears, and even more so as Zoia clearly found the
going hard against the grip of the rubbery floor. She was noticeably
slowing and dusk was nigh. They had passed dozens of the great
trees with still no sign of a water bladder. The many wedge shaped
wounds in the trunks had long crusted over, and that fallen leaves
carpeted stretches of the tree-way here told of no appreciable traffic
for several moons at least. Slim indeed were the chances of finding
anything potable here.
At a wide crossroad circling the trunk of a forest giant, they
paused. Oracle Zoia’s breathing was labored, and she collapsed
against the thaakh tree, blue ichor staining the bandage over her
heart. “Enok, the sap is a good coagulator. Pull sulfur talc from the
medicine stick, then score the tree. Quickly now. Here’s the knife.”
With Naama’s obsidian blade, Enok notched the tree with a
down-facing wedge and gummy milk oozed readily.
«Stop!» “Don’t toss the bark! Chew it to a paste, then make a
salve with the sap and the talc.”
While Naama’s war-painted eyes kept scanning moss-draped
bridges in the higher canopy for the accomplices she was certain
lay in ambush, Enok fingered the bitter paste of bark, sap and sulfur
into his former Oracle’s wounds.
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Zoia smarted. “We … we have to keep moving. Not far now. I
hear the aqueduct beckoning. Or am I imagining?”
As Enok strained for water’s familiar tinkle, Naama growled and
leapt at the Oracle. “I warned you not to trust her! Look!”
From tangential directions, one at their level from the right, the
other above and directly towards them, two guards in Civil livery
were rapidly converging. The higher called to the lower, who
waved in response. The tree-ways quivered from their hastening
tempo. Barbarian prophecy had come alive.
“I told you so, Enok!” cried Naama. “Throw me the knife!”
Zoia snatched the blade from Enok’s grasp with the tip of her tail.
«No! Peace!» “Look, the fire-bird!”
The amazon struggled for the weapon, knocking Enok aside.
The overhead Civil was the nearer of the two. In a deft leap,
she plunged with outstretched wings in a swift aerobatic maneuver,
arresting her flight with tail to the ropes and a complex somersault
to land behind Naama. It was Hozny Kitemaker, masquerading.
“Forwards, Oracle! Hurry!” she cried. “Two spotters approach
from above!” was all she managed to say before Naama had wrested
the knife from the aging Oracle, and twisted her arm behind her
back and with the blade pressed ready to pith her.
“Stop, or the old dragon dies!”
There was no time for interpreting. The second Civil whizzed
down past the trio with wings stretched out like a shield. “Back!
Return!” she cried. And swooping after her was Jin‑jin! “You’re
almost at Stargazer’s compound. It’s madness to continue that
way!” The high-pitched cry and gray face were Alazar’s, the High
Wisdom’s senior disciple and Hrazul’s deepest confidant.
From an elevated tree-way, a spotter hissed, firing a trident. A
dart zipped past Alazar’s loose fitting buckler and into her neck,
felling her with a scream. “Oracle! Save Servant … while you still
can!”
“Gray-face!” cried Enok in shock. “Why …? What brings …?”
“Little Greeny is dead,” wailed Alazar of Yuni. The trappings
of civil militia ill fit her too and hung loosely. “We were covering
your rear, when —”
“Alazar! Enokhi! Above you!” hissed Zoia with all the strength
she could muster.
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Alazar sprang to shield Enok. The pursuing spotter fell from a
height, felling her in the impact. In the blink of an eye, the disciple
wheezed beneath a stranglehold coil.
The spotter whooped, “Khozaa!”
Recognizing an ally in the two ragtag Civils, Naama released
Zoia and at once lunged past Hozny and onto the spotter, who
squealed as much from surprise as from the amazon’s obsidian blade.
A guttural battle cry masked the instant a fang from Naama’s utility
belt jabbed its way with barbarian force into the soft underside of
the spotter’s jaw.
Young Alazar fell limp as the spotter released her.
And the spotter’s eyes widened quizzically as her hands lost all
strength and the trident tumbled overboard. Defiance and astonish
ment welded on her features as a brief shudder wracked her before
she slumped to the floor, breathing heavily but paralyzed, yet with
loathing in her eyes.
This was no time for gloating. “Enok, quickly,” urged Naama.
“You go on ahead.”
“Servant!” cried Hozny. “I need the barbarian’s weapon. Look!”
Taking stock of the situation, the second spotter on the upper
tree-way had spread her wings and leapt in a glide to the forest floor
and was now slithering away at speed.
In the hope of being understood, Naama growled emphatically
with a finger at the escapee. “We have to stop that spotter!”
Hozny added, “Mistress, the High Wisdom sent us to find and
warn you. She’s now a prisoner aboard the Dragon Boat, and a host
of Zeruhawi now blockade the Isthmus Gates. I’ll explain later.
Quickly now! I need that poisoned weapon! Ow!” She winced as
Jin‑jin snapped at her hand.
Enok shooed the bird. “Jin‑jin, stop it!”
With a swift swipe of her prehensile tail, Zoia snatched the great
fang from Naama; though before she had managed to hiss a thankyou in barbarian tongue, Hozny had stolen it in turn, and taken a
flying leap to glide, swerve and ricochet between trees with all the
grace for which she was famous. Forest and distance now hid her
from sight.
Jin‑jin squawked angrily, and fell pecking at the tendrils of the
paralyzed spotter.
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“Smart bird,” cooed Naama to Jin‑jin. “Enok’s pet, eh? You’ve a
real talent for discerning enemies.”
Meanwhile, eyes met eyes in expectant silence, awaiting a victory
whoop from Hozny. However, no ‘Khozaa!’ echoed through the
forest, and eyes and ears were drawn instead to whimpering Alazar.
The young disciple and close companion of Hrazul’s lay twisted in a
spreading stain of blue seeping between the planks, and whimpering
as she clutched at the gash in her neck. A dart had also badly grazed
her jowls.
“Little Greeny … is dead,” she whispered of Yuni. “Reeking of
the Isha’s scent … I am defiled … no time for the death chant.”
Rage gripped Enok as the truth of her words penetrated.
“Naama! You kill little Yuni in forest!”
Naama stiffened. “What?”
“Little green Zmee. You kill!”
“I was merely hafting my blade when I ambushed a youngling
paralleling our trail. That, I admit. But at worst she’ll be paralyzed
for a watch or so, asleep at best.” Naama dug a heel with a curse
into the wide-eyed spotter, causing Jin‑jin to leap. “See? Drugged.
What do you take me for? A Havilan doesn’t kill children, even if
they are Zmee.”
“Drugged?” he responded, juggling puzzlement and relief while
interpreting for Zoia.
“Enok, make another sulfur bandage!” «Hurry!» Zoia ordered.
“Don’t fret, young disciple. Like the spotter here, Little Greeny is
only tranquilized. She will live, and so must you. Be at peace, you
are not defiled.”
“Oh, mistress,” Alazar whispered, “It begins …”
“What begins? Death?” Enok inquired, inadvertently asking in
his own language, and was doubly surprised when it was Naama,
eyes locked in understanding with Zoia’s, who answered.
“No, civil war.”
As Zoia rummaged hurriedly through the medicine stick, Naama
muzzled herself against the dangling ropes of the tree-way, watching
with disbelief as Oracle and former servant battled shoulder-toshoulder to save a life of the race she hated. But Alazar had proven
her loyalty in blood. She had saved both Enok and Naama from the
darts, and the knowing showed in Naama’s expression.
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«Dead.» “Yuni … is dead. Kitemaker … trust not …” were
Alazar’s last words.
Naama seemed genuinely moved as Gray-face breathed her last.
“I can scarce believe what I’m seeing: Ish and Zmee, allied equals.
Who could have thought? But for what, I don’t understand; however,
war I do, and I know what needs to be done.”
She dishelmed the spotter and flung the trophy into the void.
Her paralyzed enemy could barely even gurgle when Naama pithed
her with the dagger. Enok’s horrified expression at her twist of the
blade, she dismissed with a curse and a wag of the head, and wiped
the blade against her leathers.
“We’ve sunk to a whole new level now, serpent-boy. It’s kill or be
killed. You had better get used to it.”
More senseless bloodshed!

“You live for killing! You did kill little Yuni!”
“I survive by killing. That’s hugely different.” Naama’s words
were metered as she stiffened, with narrowed lips and eyes. “I am
the Havilan of Havilans! My word is better than iron. As I already
told you, I did not kill the forest youngling. There wasn’t much
poison left on my fang, so this spotter wouldn’t have been paralyzed
for long. You don’t think she would have raised some alarm when
she woke?
“Your young Zmee friend here is already dead!” she spat. “And
why? Smell her wounds, serpent-brat. Those darts are tipped with
some sort of fishy poison. And that means we’re being hunted with a
kill-on-sight order. I did what I had to do. And your self-righteous
mammy here knows it too.”
Zoia abandoned dressing Alazar’s wounds, and coiled the young
disciple into the customary sleeping position. “Rest now, little
one. May the First Cause preserve your soul, now and into forever.”
Then with a sudden whipping motion with her tail, Zoia once
again grabbed the dagger, spitting “Barbarian!” before stowing the
weapon away.
Meanwhile, Naama had found a dangling oiled rope and, with
a hasty loop about the waist, was on the verge of rappelling to the
ground. They were high above the forest floor, and a considerable
fall awaited her even at rope’s end.
The Isha was unfathomable! Enok cried, “Naama! We go now!”
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“We’ve been discovered, and I need to make certain that other
spotter is dead. I’ll follow you from the ground.”
“But —”
“Great Goddess! Where’s your friend’s victory cry, eh? Well do I
know the smell of war, and even better the stench of Zmee betrayal.
Its laughing spittle blinds you both! Jin‑jin has better war-sense
than both of you combined. Well, don’t just gawk. Keep moving!”
Enok translated for Zoia, who chanted something privately over
the unconscious disciple, then lifted open hands to the heavens in
silent petition while he instead followed Naama’s skirling descent
with his eyes.
“The Isha could well be right,” noted Zoia a little somberly,
“that is, from the little I understood. And with the High Wisdom
a prisoner, we are in more danger than ever before. If that other
spotter escapes, and with proof of our aid — of my aid — it’s not
just you and the Isha the Zeruhawi would see dead, but anyone
who stands to protect you, directly or indirectly.”
“And by your actions, you represent Zu’u‑Shoran and everyone
in it. So the Isha’s right. Here’s the other half of that grand game:
war.”
Oracle Zoia caressed the crown of the slain youngster. Her
gaze was fixed sightless to another realm as she fingered the pupil’s
phylacteries that embodied everything the Azhakh‑Na believed in.
“Winds of change now blow over Zoar, and whither to the
North, or the South, it matters not a jot. Such a storm this ‘game’
will bring will surely ruin us all.”
Enok knelt, taking his mistress’ hand. “Because of me Hrazul is
dead. Because of me, even more died during the giant’s rampage.
And even now, death traces my every step. I owe my life to all of
you, and it’s a debt I can never repay. I’m just a lowly servant. If so
much is truly at stake, then let me be game you loose.”
The Oracle tore her hand away, signing, «Little butterfly! No!»
“So much more is at stake here than any Northerner can possibly
imagine.” In her burst expression, the whole of her life and its bitter
terminus were there to be read. “Zoar is undone already, and the
only consolation to my lineage is that the Zeruhawi are winning on
the wrong board.”

*
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The journey along the tree-way continued without incident. Even
Jin‑jin had kept out of trouble. Zoia was now panting hard and had
moaned more than once about thirst. The long-anticipated bladders
did eventually appear, though someone had deliberately punctured
them. They were empty. However, the chime of running water was
no illusion now. The mountain aqueduct was close, and so too was
Xira’s compound.
His former mistress spoke little. Ever the teacher, she was always
challenging her students to think, to reason out puzzles randomly
pulled from her vast repertoire, but there was none of that today.
Striking up any sort of conversation proved fruitless.
Frankly, Enok had never seen her so pensive, or so fragile, and
it seemed little to do with it her health. Her eyes and intellect were
as sharp as always, but burdened now with a knowledge that was
even more disquieting than death. She again the mistress, he again
the servant, questions or idle banter were ignored as they ever had
been in happier, simpler days.
In concern for her welfare, he kept as close as the tree-way
allowed, creeping along like a zhrat with a prize, eyes scanning
every tree and creaking branch, imagination conjuring enemies of
shadows and familiar friends of every sunbeam. More than once his
ears detected the purr of juvenile yash’kh.
Of course, that made little sense since yash’kh were creatures of
the sea. Only illusion could place them at such remove or so near to
Xira’s compound.
The tree-way now began to descend in sagging arcs from lesser
trees as the stanchions of the towering thaakh forest with their
immense and fantastically contorted limbs gave way to more slender
flat-leaved pines, fern-leafed trees, and kauris. Their less majestic
canopies afforded less cover; however, it was also less dark in the
open and it evened the odds.
And now at a junction circling a kauri, one elevated path spanned
the aqueduct, the other spiraled to the forest floor. Tears dewed his
lashes again at what this could mean for his mistress when instead of
continuing, Zoia cocked her head at the sound of a series of whistles
from the base of the ramp, and chose the downward spiral.
In a grove of great cycads, Naama was beckoning with her
poisoned fang in a blood-stained hand. Hozny Kitemaker lay dead
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at her feet, half buried in the forest litter. The eyes were wide and
her features seemed creased more from hatred than anything else.
Zoia and Enok shared tortured looks. What was Hozny doing by
Xira’s camp?
Jin‑jin flew to alight on the corpse, carping and posturing angrily.
“Khaa! Khozny!”
Only Naama had the temerity to speak. “Smart bird, that. It
really does know its enemies. Don’t want to gloat again, but I told
you so. Your friend and the spotter met in the underbrush. Your
dead companion here did all the talking, but after a little scuffle,
the spotter just zipped back the way we’d come without uttering
a syllable, firing her dart-shooting trident into the air before
abandoning the useless weapon. Great Goddess, that thing’s heavy!
Hard to fathom after all that’s happened, I know,” she mused, tossing
him a dagger-like amulet, “but that strange dark-eyed spotter was
no enemy. Recognize that? It belongs to our mystery-snake.”
The rest of her story was equally incredible. They had fought
viciously, with Hozny darting and ricocheting off trees like a living
bolt. However, Naama had managed to turn Kitemaker’s weapons
against her. Hozny had long been an intimate of young Snei and
had never treated him unkindly. But it was common knowledge
too that she been a great admirer of Xira. It rent his soul to relay
the amazon’s gloating. If Zeruhawi influence had turned friend
Hozny traitor, then, frankly, no one was immune.
Naama displayed her fang, then the weapon she had prized off
the kite-maker. “Be careful, Enok. It has that same fishy toxin that
killed your friend in the tree-ways. This one here,” she nudged
with her foot, “took only moments to die.”
Zoia’s face already gravely drawn, weeping in almost human
form as she examined the jutting little spikes in Hozny’s neck and
the weapon’s broken remnants. “Wood, poisoned like the barbarian’s
fang, but it doesn’t paralyze, it kills.” The Oracle was about to
keen a Azhakh‑Na death chant over the darling of Zu’u‑Shoran,
champion flier and celebrated kite-maker, when Enok’s discovery
of another death prong in Hozny’s armband worsted Zoia’s already
loured mask.
The armband’s triskelion marked it as Zakon’s. Hozny must have
been one of his spies.
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“Strange, then,” Enok pondered, “to deprive Naama of her fang
when Kitemaker had no real need of it.”
It seemed like ages before Zoia responded. “Perhaps to use as
further evidence against you, claiming you had killed Little Greeny.”
In a wink, she snatched the prong from Enok’s grasp and stabbed it
deep into the earth, snapping it with a twist. “Leave it. It’s cursed.”
Enok’s thoughts raced to Yuni. “So, what Gray-face said about
Little Greeny in the forest really might true. She isn’t just paralyzed,
she’s dead.”
“Murdered, yes, but not, it seems, by your Isha’s hand.” Her sad
eyes met Naama’s briefly before bowing her head in gratitude.
“Like I said, serpent-boy, I recognize the stench of betrayal. And
this Zoia of yours might just be alright after all. But let’s keep
moving. I have already scouted ahead, and the best cover is on the
far side of the clearing. But — phew! — wherever your old mistress
has been leading us, we’re here, and I can’t say I like the smell if it.”
As Naama and Jin‑jin led the way through a gully overshadowed
with spindly tree-ferns, Zoia grabbed Enok with her tail.
«Danger!» “Kitemaker might equally have just been making her
way to meet us,” she whispered.
Enok baulked. “Unlikely, given all the evidence.”
“No witnesses, no proof,” came Zoia’s rejoinder. “I have never
even heard of a death prong like Kitemaker’s, much less so fatal a
venom. But your Isha seems all too familiar with poisons, and how
is it she never discovered that second prong herself? My judgment
is she wanted you to find it. Or at least to make it seem that way.”
“But I thought you said you trusted her now.”
“I said nothing of trust, little Ish, only that she may not have
killed Little Greeny.” When Naama and Jin‑jin were out of sight,
she added, “This barbarian is no one’s ally. Nothing of her report
could be true. Don’t underestimate her, Enokhi. Keep your tendrils
moist, and stay alert.”
The vast grassy field of Xira’s compound was a stark contrast to the
thick, brooding textures of the forest and the Gha-Ghara cordillera
beyond it. Whitewashed domes clustering about a grand central
rotunda resembled a family of colossal puffballs bursting through
the soil. These were nothing like the angular constructions of the
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city, with their twisted columns framing keyhole-style entries,
but were modern buildings with simple parabolic arches for an
entrance. A massive three-lobed tower with parapets amidst the
complex didn’t just support another aqueduct, it formed part of
the watercourse itself. The lobes rose with Zeruhawi defiance to
astonishing height, dwarfing nearby trees, and the tallest rivaled
the very thaakh for height. Narrow windows punctuated its
masonry, following the course of some internal ramp. The lower
reaches were fretted with yellow-bracted vines that rambled over
the balustrades of the watercourse.
No traditional rubrics hallowed the entrances here. Serpent-ring
standards framed every entrance. And great black ensigns with the
red dragon-wheel hung roped from the parapets.Enok shuddered.
These were kin to those they had seen this morning at execution
beach — the Na‑Zeru standard. The image of Zeruha’s crypt
clearly held special meaning for Xira and her cadre.
“Khaa! Hated j’Na‑Zeru!” Zoia hissed. “We need to be especially
careful.” «Instant death!»
Where it narrowed on the eastern side of the clearing, a towering
bamboo stockade corralled squawking khwatl. Nearby, as large
as a building and swaying gently against the dark curtain of the
trees, gigantic gas-filled bladders strained against their netting. As
distance dissolved, a hanging basket was easily discerned above the
trampled grass. It was big enough for several Zmee together.
The sight transfixed Naama too. “Goddess of Luck, no guards —”
she began to say before muffling a sneeze. “Phew-ew! Great blood
and bahalazh! What a latrine!”
Enok gagged. “And to think that Wise-eye complained about
my insignificant tannery.”
“It’s the manufactory. Stargazer makes her flying gas here,” Zoia
explained, slithering low. “It’s hardly floral, but not that unpleasant,
surely? Smells like a fresh batch, though.”
“Fresh?”Enok hawked. Even Jin‑jin sneezed. No wonder Xira
stank. The complex reeked of rotting yash’kh, and he said so.
Zoia eyed him queerly. “Few would approve if they knew.”
What? Well, at least they were upwind of the manufactory, the
source of the fetor. Oh, but the khwatl were downwind! That the
stench would mask their scent and the khwatl not raise an alarm
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was a hope with the odds, but khwatl were unpredictable. Anything
could happen.
“Stay low,” Naama whispered when they reached the sky-boat.
“This great basket should shield us.”
Twilight had come. The distinctive glow of a water-fire lantern
lit the archway of the central rotunda.
Xira never stooped to carrying anything, Zoia commented.
That meant there had to be at least two Zmee, Xira and a disciple.
Nothing to worry about, she signed, before coiling behind the
balloon’s cradle with tendrils coloring in an expression he’d never
seen before. “Tell the Isha to get in and keep her eyes on the
buildings for signs of life, then pass me the medicine stick.”
Naama hurdled into the gondola, bobbing low, and peering over
its lip. “I’ll hoot if I see anything.”
“Hoot?”
“Wait and see.”
Jin‑jin perched on the lip of the cradle.
“Get down, crazy bird,” Naama barked, drawing Jin‑jin to
herself. “Stay with me, little fighter, before the snakes spy you out.”
“Here, start cutting,” Zoia insisted, producing the confiscated
blade, while she herself began chewing on a tether.
Naama’s makeshift knife worked a treat. The gondola rocked
wildly as one by one restraints fell slack.
“Only one to go, Oracle,” he whispered. “This is such a wretched
goodbye.”
«Move over.» “You need me.”
Enok baulked at the idea. Zoia was in desperate need of both
water and a physician. The argument did little to dissuade his old
mistress. “But your place is here, Oracle, and especially after what
Kitemaker said about the blockade.” If anything of what that traitor
Hozny said was true, then all of Zu’u‑Shoran was in danger. “Your
people need you more. My life here has brought you nothing but
trouble.”
«Indeed!» “But a life cut short, I fear, without my guidance. After
all, you have no memory of the mainland, and you are still just a
youngling.”
“Youngling? I’m nearly as old as you!”
“Oh, what a gift you have, Enokhi! Though it took a while to
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comprehend it. The pyres of the next six generations of Zoar will
have long sunk into the sea and you —you! — will still not be as
‘old’ as I am today. Do you begin to understand now, little Ish, what
a withering race we Zmee have become?”
Enok wagged his head in Zmee-style negative. “Please, Oracle,
dispense with the riddles. There’s no better time for the truth.”
“Longevity, Enokhi! We Zmee once lived thousands of years …
Tens of thousands … And now …” she said between mouthfuls
of rope, “if we live to six twelves it’s an achievement. Until you
came … we thought such endurance a fanciful myth.” Spit. “Now,
at last, we comprehend: you possess in your blood what we forfeited
long ago. You still have so much to learn!”
“Naama will guide me. She will help me find my people.”
“A conclusion based on assumptions. My disciples ought to know
better,” she managed to grin. “Now, unswaddle the medicine stick.”
Close by, a night creature hooted. I ndeed, way too close, Enok
thought, before realizing it was Naama.
Peering round the gondola, panic rose with recognition. Two
copper-helmed guards were by the corral and barking instructions
at Civils.
“Great Zhmee!” exclaimed Enok. “They’re the very guards from
Breakfast Island!”
They dispatched their orders ruthlessly. ‘Dead to every living
pleasure save one,’ Hrazul had said. And he could easily guess
which: killing!
«Wretched guards!» Zoia signed. “The Upholder’s j’Na‑Zeru
elite. They’ve come with Civils for the khwatl by the looks of it.
No cause for alarm.” However, her facial tendrils were stiff as twigs,
belying her words.
The Zmee had six different words for lying. Pick any, but she
was a poor liar. The words had barely escaped her lips when a grand
procession began skirting the tower and snake towards the rotunda.
Torchbearers, standard-bearers, and gong-bearers slowly beating
their gongs, headed a train of Oracles festooned in their finest.
A youngling shot from the rotunda to protest the presence of
torches, but her actions were promptly scolded.
“Looks like Kitemaker didn’t tell the half of it,” Zoia observed.
“If this is what I’m thinking, then night has truly come to Zoar.”
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She unzipped first one wrist wrap then other, while making sure
Naama’s eyes were elsewhere. Enok briefly spied three balls of clay
marked with runes before she began stuffing them with grass into
the medicine stick.
«So little time! So little!» “You wanted the truth? These are what
the giants came looking for. Sealing the Reliquary was the only
way to protect them.”
“Keep safe? I don’t —”
“They belonged to your progenitors. Now they are yours.”
“My parents? I … I can scarce believe it!”
«Seriously!» “Tell no one, and never entrust them to anyone else.”
His knuckles cracked from the strength of her grip. «Understand?»
“Not even the Isha! Better the Zeruhawi win all the boards of that
‘elevated Zhakh game’ and we all die today, than have these fall into
unworthy hands. The lives of all the eggs to come, of our world
and yours, depend on this. One day, First Cause be praised, an egg
of the Ish will stand again on the Holy Mountain. There, you will
speak the name of the Azhakh‑Na …”
Chika-chika. Insects were exceptionally loud tonight.
Naama hooted again. She was quite good at it.
Great Zhmee! The j’Na‑Zeru were headed their way!
“I think they have noticed something odd about the sky-boat.
Get in and stay down!” Zoia forcibly threw him into the gondola,
then hurriedly chewed on the final restraint.
Enok was both shocked and excited by the revelations. “Here,
use the knife,” he urged through the wicker. “Please, Oracle. You
must tell me more of my egg-bearer!”
As Zoia was cutting and remembering a shadowed past, between
breaths came fragments of the strangest tale.
“Mapmaker’s expedition. Sea of Eloah … Steam-maker and I,
disciples of the High Wisdom then.”
“You and Zelen, disciples together? I didn’t know.”
«Shush!» Your progenitors saved us … we saved you. Terrible
giants! We only survived by the aid of your guardian!”
“Guardian? Oracle, I don’t understand!”
“A custodian, protector of a tribal leader’s egg. A magnificent
red-furred beast, forced by the cruelty of Ukhaz and her ilk to flee
into the forest, so long ago now my tendrils can scarce recollect
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it. But it knew you would be safe with us in the peninsula city we
were building.” Spit!
“Zu’u-Shoran?”
“The High Wisdom let everyone believe it was your sire, that
it must have perished.” Spit! «The perfect deception.» “And if its
lifespan is anything like yours …” «No time, now! No time!»
Naama’s ‘night-creature’ hooted wildly.
Jin‑jin shrilled a warning.
Chika-chika-chika.
The strange rattle from the forest had been steadily growing,
distracting Zoia from Naama’s warnings.
Then — thud! — Naama threw him to the floor of the cradle,
and held him down, while Zoia rose high like a viper, hissing, and
with her upper membranes bristling from shock.
“Ho! Caught the great thief, have I?” The tone was unmistakably
Xira’s.
“Stargazer, my old disciple! What a … a surprise!”
“Surprise indeed, thou wayward pilgrim. We all quit searching,
and the Dragon Boat left without you. Did you know? Well, of
course you did, because you planned it so. You were off looting the
Reliquary. And — lo! — the thief can’t help but to steal again. It’s
a childish sort of revenge, though, isn’t it?”
«Revenge?» “Your flying gas has pickled your wits.”
“Admit it! The kites! The sky-lanterns! My magnificent balloon
in the red-and-black! Behold my triumphs in your own hometown!
I promised you one day I’d return to hails of acclaim. Now they
worship me there! You were always jealous of my genius.”
“Arrogant ambition blinds you —”
“Not so blind as to have missed you aiding the prisoners! My
informant has solid proof that you freed them. «Traitor!»
«Impossible!» “Three giants attacked me in the Reliquary. I very
nearly died! I was lying unconscious —”
«Out cold? Really?» Then why did no one see you?”
“There are secret chambers —”
“An invisible Oracle in an invisible chamber. Another fanciful
Azhakh‑Na tale? I’m sure my Lord Aaj will be delighted to hear it.”
«Excuse me?» “Aaj?”
“He’ll be here soon enough. That’s his sky-boat you’re stealing.”
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Zoia took stock of the over-dressed dignitaries by the rotunda,
and snorted. «Bribery?» “Do you really take him for some venal
simpleton?”
Xira chuckled. “It’s for the greater good, so the means don’t
matter. You never did understand Methodics.”
“I understand all too well your version of it. With reason void of
morality, what then keeps lust from consuming us all?”
“Ever the philosopher,” Xira sighed. “Action always triumphs
over principle, you sad old fool.” She hesitated for a moment,
studying her former preceptor’s bandaged wounds, then cried all
the louder, “Guards! Guards! Over here!”
Chika-chika-chika. Louder now.
Khwatl were squawking nervously. Naama slid a hand to her
utility belt, gripping her poison-tipped fang.
A lone spotter, a forest scout, exploded from the nearby woodland,
panting, signing frantically, and gesturing at the forest.
«Ridiculous!» Xira snorted. “The Fear? How could they be so
hard on your tail? I feed them carcass aplenty. They never need to
come this far.”
At the diversion, Zoia quickly tossed the knife into the gondola,
and Jin‑jin leapt heckling to the bulwark with wings and claws
extended.
Xira spun. “That wretched turkey-vulture again!” she spat with
a swipe of her tail. Then her tone softened to a delighted hiss. “So,
what else is hiding —”
Jin‑jin attacked her before she could finish. Then with one swift
and fluid motion, Zoia grabbed Xira’s neck in a stranglehold coil.
“Did you think me blind to your despicable scheming? You
Zeruhawi murdered my disciple! You killed your own egg-sister!
And your ‘proof’ died with Kitemaker, Stargazer. And all those
young innocents that died because of you! But, by all that’s sacred,
this life I deny you!”
“Ssss … Kitemaker finally understood … but Wise-eye was a
weakling. I offered her greatness. That Ish … vermin … not …
disciple.” Xira’s words came hoarsely though a crushed throat.
“He’s a truer disciple … than you ever were! Go, youngling. Go!”
she cried to Enok. “Go be our tears! Do for us what we could never
do for ourselves!”
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Grass and divots flew skelter as Zoia and Xira rolled about like
serpentine wheels, first one way, then another, with Jin‑jin hovering
for an opportunity; and the spotter, instead of helping Xira or
calling for aid, made straight for the gondola. Enok blew the dread
from his chest, lying frozen, expecting the worst. Naama slipped
the poisoned fang from her belt, and was ready to leap when the
spotter peered over the bulwark, met Enok’s frightened stare with
eyes that seemed colorless in the gray light, and winked. It was the
zhuk-eyed Zmee!
Naama recognized her instantly. “You!” To her it was the
renegade spotter from the forest tree-ways; to Enok, the kindly reef
scout who had led them from the dais after Refa’s rampage.
With a gleaming golden blade like none Enok had ever seen,
the spotter sliced through the last strand of rope and the balloon
lurched — not up, but sideways — dragging the gondola across the
clearing.
He rose in time to witness Zoia, naked head held high, struggling
to keep her former disciple subdued. With eyes large and golden
like Hrazul’s had once been, she was calling out to him, but the
voice came faint above the strange forest buzz.
Naama’s superior hearing caught the words. “She bids you
farewell, I believe.”
As she repeated the fragments she had heard, Enok translated
softly to himself. “Zoia the Life-Giver. Remember. Butterfly.”
The Oracle spun suddenly, barely in time to save herself. A
column of something puce yet darkly shiny, following the part in
the grass made by the lone zhuk-eyed spotter, was snaking towards
her with surprising speed. It was The Fear: an insect swarm of
innumerable thousands, drowning all sound with the drone of their
wing.
Alarmed, Jin‑jin sped through the air to catch the swiftening
gondola, but dey liv were a tree-bird and not a great flier. Even
so, Jin‑jin managed the distance and struck the bulwark clumsily.
Naama had been beckoning with outstretched arms, and quickly
pulled dem to safety.
liv

See the preface on Genderless Pronouns in Author’s Notes: dey / dem / deir
are the genderless singulars of they / them / their.
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In the compound, the spooked khwatl broke free of their corral
and j’Na‑Zeru gave chase. The huddle of Oracles fled for safety.
Zoia sped blindly towards the main rotunda, pausing twice to catch
her breath and sparing backward glances for her former charge, but
Xira was beyond any help. Where teacher and student had struggled
mere moments earlier, The Fear now formed a rising mound — a
wrenching, bilious sight as the swarm devoured a living being. No
blood-curdling shriek split the evening air; no pleas for mercy, or
rescue, or death; just a writhing, buzzing mass in the grass, and the
spark that was Xira’s life was extinguished.
No one deserved to die like that. For all the hubris and vanity,
no, not even her.
As the balloon drifted amid-field toward the buildings, the
guards abandoned their pursuit of the khwatl, and instead primed
their tridents, making haste for the balloon. In a flash, Enok realized
they were aiming their weapons high. Too high.
O h! The bladders!

A single puncture and their flight to freedom would end in
disaster!
Zoia must have realized this too. She leapt into the open with
waving hands to distract the guards, shouting and pointing to
where Xira had fallen. As expected, the guards sped towards her,
summoning help.
“Heavy. Too heavy,” Enok cried, throwing overboard anything
he could find: ropes, hooks, a mapmaker’s spyglass, two huge sacks
of provisions.
Both furtively glanced at Jin‑jin, deciding the fire-bird would
stay. Naama jettisoned a water bladder, then another, and another.
The balloon began to rise rapidly higher. They would just clear the
trees.
From their height, Enok watched anxiously as more j’Na‑Zeru
emerged from the central tower holding water-fire lanterns. They
paused briefly, then made to intercept Zoia, cutting off all hope
of escape. The helplessness and rage that enveloped him as the
guards converged and stilled the cries of his mistress, was beyond
all describing.
Beyond hatred. Beyond murder. Beyond repenting.
He leapt with impotent fists to the bulwark, determined to shout
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down the injustice, but a stronger hand forced him down as another
clamped his mouth.
“Undisciplined fool! She sacrificed herself — to save you! Would
you dishonor that by giving yourself away? The guards were only
chasing this flying basket; they don’t even know we’re in here.”
When the struggling ceased, the hands relaxed. “Who ever dreamed
of a day when a snake gives its life for a man? And serpents against
serpents? Why, my own mother wouldn’t believe me!”
Sensing his grief, she released him slowly, awkwardly, as though
uncomfortable with the emotion. He slid away, and bowed his head
between his knees, for his eyes refused to stay dry. But there was
no upbraiding here, or some uplifting speech about how warriors
cope with loss.
Naama too had put some distance between them to sit curled
on the far side of the cradle and out of sight of the tower. She kept
regarding him with narrowed eyes, with Jin‑jin perched on a knee
for a head scratch.
“Even more curious were those two young Zmee in the treeway,” she finally said “I’m still having trouble accepting what I saw.
Sure, one was a traitor, but whatever their motives, they weren’t
concerned with your ailing Zmee friend at all. Which, being some
kind of dignitary — right? — she had every right to expect. But no,
they seemed solely concerned with you …
“And then there’s Black Eye, neither friend nor enemy, who pops
up at the oddest moments, especially when things are at their worst.
The amulet wearer. You know who I mean.” The pierce of her gaze
grew almost palpable. “Who are you, Enok, really?”
The gondola skimmed the treetops, drifting into unknown lands.
Enok stood propped against the suspension ropes, with eyes fixed
on Ssla’s dying glory. The evening mists were beginning to roll in
from sea, hazing Ra’a‑Zohari’s distant lights.
As branches continued to slap the cradle, Naama lightened the
load with anything at hand. Food, water, pillows, anchors: nothing
was spared. She had even cut free the trailing moorings, and the
great ropes coiled on the sides of the basket.
Naama’s mention of sacrifice continued to echo, echo, and echo.
He could now think of nothing else but of what Oracle Zoia had
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done for him, and Steam-maker Zelen, Alazar Gray-face, and
Hrazul Wise-eye most of all.
He would miss her. He would miss them all.
The body of law that had given him a life, was the very same
that had almost deprived him of it. Hrazul had sensed the winds
of change, and foreseen the evil ahead. Her years in the archives
and immersion in law had all been focused to one end. She had
devoted her life to saving him, and how unworthy he felt right now,
unworthy — there was no Zmee word for it, and no better way to
describe it — of her love.
He sacrifice had not been for naught in the end, but was it a price
worth paying?
An errant tear worked its way past his nose at the memory of
their first encounter. It was in Zu’u-Shoran’s butterfly house, a
lifetime ago, and yet she’d been ever the same: a mystic, laconic,
full of proverbs and half-spoken truths.
‘To become what you dream, first know who you are.’

Those were the very first words he remembered her saying and,
strangely, had never forgotten.
“But who am I?” he whispered into the void. “And where do I
belong now?”
His thoughts drifted to his origins, to his parents. Were they
dead? It would seem so. Over fifty years ago, they had saved more
lives than just his own. Zoia and the High Wisdom had repaid their
sacrifice by sheltering him until … until what? What was he to
do now? What had been the plan to which had Zoia alluded? And
those clay balls now in the medicine stick: what was their purpose,
and why were they so valuable?
And her words, ‘Stand on the holy mountain,’ were equally
baffling. Did she mean the one in the Reliquary vision? It had only
been a chimera, a dream, and yet with minutia that brooked no
forgetting.
An open palm revealed the burn-scar of the primal light. Since,
dreams don’t sear flesh, he could not have been hallucinating.
And the sacrifice …
Father!

What had driven him this far was the thought of being reunited
with his family, and now it seemed he had none.
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Mother!

They were all beginning to make sense now, those oft-disjointed
fragments of memory. His father had been flinging him high in
the air, masking worries with a smile; his mother bowed over him,
playful yet weeping, her dark tresses caressing his face, singing a
song, or a prayer:
‘M ay The El
you in peace.’

protect and defend you, may

The El

watch over

The tune and the words were now a united memory. His parents
believed their deaths were certain and had abandoned their child to
the Zmee. As decoys, they had saved the lives of Zelen, Zoia, the
High Wisdom’s — and his own. It was of their sacrifice that Zelen
had spoken:
‘How will your deeds honor the memory of all those who died
that you might live?’

And now here was the older Zoia, fifty years later, chief witness
to his manumission, reciprocating. What was he seeing? There
seemed to be no freedom, no release, no repayment of life-debt
without the spilling of blood. And that debt had now been repaid.
Mapmaker, Life-Giver, Zoia lv — that wasn’t just her title, but all
three of her names — the public, the private, and the intimate. lvi
The latter, only her egg-sisters knew. How appropriate they all
seemed right now. Her names had been her destiny.
Though he had always secretly known her names, she had never
shared them personally. But with her last breath, she had accepted
him not just as an equal, but something more. And that spoke
volumes for what she really thought of him. His mother Ayma
had given him life, and Zoia had given him another, and now, yet
another.
There was deep symbolism here. After what he had seen in the
Reliquary, he could never apprehend anything again with merely
lv

Zoia. From Z’oi, the Zmee word for life-force, or soul, that innate
metaphysical element that makes consciousness possible, though both
Methodic and Zeruhawi modernity denies the existence of such.

lvi

All Zmee have at least three names: the public titles of formal address,
both in long and short forms, the private monikers used by their peers,
and the intimate name that few ever know.
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earthly eyes. Symmetry and symbolism: they were signatures, for
those who sought them, of a higher governing power, a power
unwilling to expose itself, and yet strangely reveling in the thrill of
being recognized in the coincidences of life.
Was it The El? The First Cause?
“I will never forget you, Oracle. Ever,” he whispered into the
void. “I promise you all, by the First Cause, by The El, none of
you will have died in vain.” A lifetime of despair and loneliness
engulfed him. “I will be your tears,” he promised the memory, then
hung his head over the lip of the cradle.
And wept.
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GLOSSARY
Note: stressed vowels are indicated with diacritics. Foreign words
are accompanied by an IPA transliteration.
For additional details about races, characters, geographies, lexicons
and more, visit the website lostworldtributes.media.

A

Ab — æb

A god or demigod: Tattooed son of Surai and Sess.

Ab-Séthi — æb ˈsɛθɪ

Society: An insular and oft-ridiculed tribe devoted to preserving the oral
histories of the First Parents. Archaic devotees of The El.

Acolyte
Society: A live-in student of a Zmee of the Venerable class.

Akád, Akádians — æˈkæd

Society: A multi-species society of Elim and others who are the pawns of
the para-human Anaki, whom they worship as gods.

Álazar — ˈæləzɑː

A Zmee: ‘Gray-face,’ First Disciple of the High Wisdom.

Anáki — æˈnɑːkɪ

Society: ‘Sons of the Gods.’ Para-human offspring of The Fallen (gods)
and females of the Elim and other terrestrial races.

Ava-Bába — ˌʌvʌ ˈbʌbʌ
See: Enok

Áyma— ˈeɪmʌ

An Elim: Enok’s mother.

Áysha — ˈeɪʃʌ

A Zmee: Unusually verdant First Disciple of Hrazul, Zelen’s egg.
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Azhakh-Ná — ˌʌʒʌx ˈnʌ

Society: A Zmee philosophical and religious sect. Pacifists striving to
find their lost homeland, else live peaceably with the Elim.

B

Bába — ˈbʌbʌ

Society: A respectful Marshlander term for any male elder. ‘Maa’
would the female equivalent.

Bel
An Ethereal: The invisible, despotic rebel leader of all non-corporeal
Elder Gods, the corporeal gods (The Fallen) and hybrid demigods
(Anaki). Supreme hater of The El.

C
Chéchi — ˈʧɛʧɪ

Botany: A mildly narcotic carmine seaweed beloved of the Zmee.
Usually reserved or occasions of state due to its rarity.

Chirúk — ʧəˈɹʊk

A beast: A forest khwatl, and Enok’s pet.

D
Demigods
See: Anaki.

Déina — ˈdeɪnʌ

An Elim: The young Eyda, known as The Sickle.

E
El-Benéi
Species: Very tall and powerfully built Eloi from another heaven. As
Watchers, often take combative posts.

Elder Gods
Society: Enemy ethereals (rebel Watchers of various species) who cannot
assume physical form except as apparitions. These are the ultimate
rulers of The Fallen (gods)and Anaki (demigods) and Akadian society.

Élim — ˈiːlɪm

Species: Humans.
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Élishan — ˈɛlɪʃɑːn

An Ethereal: A non-military Watcher. Formerly a guardian of a young
Eyda. Species Melakh.

Éloi — ˈiːlɔɪ

Species: Any kind of intelligent humanoid.

Énok, Enókhi, Ava-Bába — ˈiːnɒk, ɛˈnɒɣɪ

An Elim: The chief protagonist, also termed Ava-Baba (Great Father)
by later descendants as a token of veneration.

Éyda — ˈeɪdʌ

An Elim: The old Deina. Commonly called Old Maa. The prime
storyteller and Enok’s widow. The aging and reclusive erstwhile
matriarch of the Gihon everglades.

F
First Cause
Deity: The Zmee designation for the supreme deity whom Elim call
The El.

Four-faces
See: Kheroub.

Gayán — gʌˈyʌn

G

Geography & Species: The intelligent but inconscient living soul of the
world. The life principle.

Ghóluj — ˈɣɔːlʊʤ

Species: A scaly pigeon with a long barbed f lexible tail that resembles a
rock when curled at rest.

Gods
See: Elder Gods, and The Fallen.

Gol
A god or demigod: One of The Fallen. A prince of the Anaki gods and a
ruler of the Akadian horde. Formerly species El-Benei.

Grand Oracle
A Zmee: The top academic and governmental post held by the High
Wisdom. Ruling matriarch of Zoar Island and Enok’s former mistress.

Guardians
Society: A specialized class of Watchers posted by forces loyal to The El
to directly prevent other-worldly interference in the self-determination
of Elim at the personal or corporate level.
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Hátan — ˈhætæn

H

A beast: Enok’s childhood guardian, a powerfully muscled Wahoona
chief.

Hávilans
Society: A matriarchal and (mostly) all-female warrior society in the
deserts of Havilaa who have f led Anaki abuse. The sworn enemy of the
Akadians and the Reavers in particular even though they worship the
same gods.

Hélon — ˈhiːlɒn

An Ethereal: An ethereal non-military Watcher. Formerly a guardian
of a young Enok. Species Melakh.

High Wisdom
A Zmee: Spiritual head of the Azhakh-Na, office held by the Grand
Oracle.

Hózny

— ˈhɒzniː

A Zmee: ‘Kitemaker,’ an associate of Xira. A champion glider and
kite-maker.

Hrazúl — hɹʌˈzʊl

A Zmee: ‘Wise-eye,’ First Disciple of Zoia, Zelen’s eggling, later the
Oracle of Ish. Enok’s confidant.

I
Ish
Species: Male Elim. A term often applied to the species as a whole.

Ísha
Species: Female Elim. An antiquated term, but increasingly used to
indicate the ‘specieal’ purity of woman, that is, she’s not a hybrid of
Elim and some other Eloi, and thus all the more precious.

j’Áthra-Ya

— ʤə ˈʌθɹʌ ˌjɑː

J

Geography: The annual Zmee fertility pilgrimage to the temple of ZulAl-Kahri on Mount Ur-Atu overlooking the inland sea at the center of
the world.

j’Ná-Zeru — ʤə ˈnʌ zɛˌɹuː

Society: Zakon’s personal highly trained Zeruhawi all-female militia
who are sworn to die, if required, in order to complete their mission
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or Zeruhawi objectives generally. Named after the Na‑Zeru, the
Zeruhawi emblem of a four-legged serpent ring.

Jinaúq

— ʤɪnˈɔːk, or ʤɪnˈɔːkw

Species: Semi-feathered turkey-like dragons with child-like intelligence,
limited f lying ability, but with telepathic and amazing powers of
mimicry. Playful, comical creatures.

Jín-jin
A beast: Enok’s comical Jinauq companion.

Kálmiya — ˈkælmiˌjʌ

K

A god or demigod: Fair-haired daughter of Surai and Sess.

Kheroúb, Four-faces — xɛɹˈuːb

Species: Extremely tall four-faced creatures from another heaven who
can only exist locally as projections outside their own mobile dimension.
They are immensely powerful beings and rarely speak. As Watchers,
they generally assume posts as recorders and observers.

K’hudá — khʊˈdʌ

A Zmee: The Vessel Mistress. ‘Captain’ of the Dragon Boat.

Khrii — xɹiː

Species: Bony crested f lying lizards akin to extinct giant pterosaurs.
They dwell along seaside cliffs.

Khwatl — xwɒtl

Species: Shy, forest-dwelling, f lightless and semi-feathered terror birds
akin to the extinct phorusrhacos.

Kush — kʊʃ

An Elim: A marshlander scribe. Son of Mati.

Lámek — ˈlæmɛk

L

An Elim: ‘The Complainer,’ business-like son of Mati. Sha-Noa’s
father. Merchant of tree-sap pitch and rosin.

Láyla — ˈleɪlʌ

An Elim: Second and tawny wife of Sess. A tribal relative of Eyda’s.

Long-horns
Species: Ceratopsians.

Long-necks
Species: Sauropods.
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M
Máti, Matú-Selah — ˈmʌti, mʌˈtuːsɛˌlɑː

An Elim: High Priest of the marshlands tribe, son of Enok and Eyda,
respectfully termed ‘Baba’ by marshlanders.

Ma’núna — məˈnuːnʌ

An Ethereal: One of incorporeal Elder Gods, who appears in
hermaphroditic form. Sacrificially worshiped by various martial societies
as the goddess/god of both fertility and war. Commonly known as the
Twain Goddess.

Mehét’abel — mɛˈhɛtˌʌbɛl

An Elim: Wife of Lamek, daughter-in-law to Mati.

Melákh — mɛˈlɑːx

Species: Very tall and slender Eloi with elongated heads from a watery
world in another heaven. As Watchers, they generally non-combative
posts.

Methodicists
Society: A Zmee bloc adhering to Methodics, that is, scientific
rationalism. Though despisers of the Elim, they’re not particularly
warlike.

N

Naáma — ˈnɑːmʌ

A god or demigod: The shipwrecked Havilan Battle Queen. Enok’s
rescuer.

Nóa — ˈnəʊʌ

See: Sha-Nóa

O
Old Dame
A Zmee: An impolite byname for the deposed High Wisdom and
Grand Oracle, who are the same person. While ‘High Wisdom’ is her
ecclesiastical title, ‘Grand Oracle’ is her academic one. Both her age,
intimate name and her moniker are unknown.

Old Maa, Maa

— mɑː

An Elim: Common and respectful referent to old Eyda.

P

Púzo — ˈpʊzɒ

A beast: A fat and aging yashurakh friendly to Enok.
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R
Raáma — ˈɹɑːmʌ

A god or demigod: Swarthy daughter of Surai and Sess, and Sha-Noa’s
look-alike.

Rahél — ɹʌˈhɛl

An Elim: First but youngest wife of Sess. A princess of the Plains-folk.

Reavers
Society: Brutal Akadian slaver-traders. The Elim vanguard of any
Anaki expedition. They always travel as well organized hordes.

Réfa — ˈɹɛfʌ

A god or demigod: Naama’s son. An Anaki godling.

S
Sáraf — ˈsæɹəf

Species: Extremely tall, fiery, bird-like Elim of the highest heaven with
feather-like membranous wings. As Watchers, often take commanding
positions.

Saz’yána — ˌsəzˈjɑːnʌ

An Elim: Mati’s wife and generationally younger sister.

Sess
An Elim: Last son of Eyda and Enok. A trader and adventurer.

Sha-Nóa, Sha, Noa — ʃə ˈnəʊʌ, ʃɑː, ˈnəʊʌ

An Elim: Last son of Lamek, look-alike great-grandson of Eyda.

Shav’yat — ʃʌvˈjʌt

Society: Zoar’s ruling council of twenty four Oracles headed by the
Grand Oracle, who enjoys powewrs of veto.

Shinárn — ˌʃɪˈnɑːn

Species: Ethereals who can take the physical form of any species for
extended periods, but cannot speak. Their eyes are always black.

Shukhái — ʃʊˈxɑːɪ

A Zmee: The Pilgrim Leader.

Skazaár — skʌəˈzɑːɹ

A Zmee: The Chronicler.

Snakásh — snəˈkʌʃ

A Zmee: Disciple of Skazaar the Chronicler.
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Snei — sneɪ

A Zmee: ‘Sneak-tail,’ lyrical and annoying Second Disciple of Oracle
Zoia. Co-disciple with Hrazul. One of Zakon’s informers.

Stárion — ˈstɑːɹɪɒn

An Ethereal: The Princeps. An ethereal military Watcher of the mighty
El-Benei species.

Suraázh — sʊˈɹɑːʒ

A Zmee: Prefect of Zoar’s northern Susyaan prefecture.

Surái — sʊˈɹaɪ

A god or demigod: Naama’s daughter. Sess’s dominant wife. A magus.

T

Terás — tɛˈɹæs

An Elim: Young schoolyard scribe, son of Kush, grandson of Mati.

The El
Deity: An Elim term for the supreme Eternal Creator Spirit.

The Fallen
Society: Elder Gods (rebel Watchers) who have irreversibly taken
physical form in order to procreate. The masters of the para-human
Anaki and the multi-racial Akadian society beneath them.

Thaazh — θɑːʒ

A Zmee: ‘One Eye,’ the Apothecary / Healer, and Mortician.

Trr‑bahál — tr bʌˈhɑːl

Species: Any razor-toothed carnasaur or similar creature. ‘Trr’ refers to
their cooing, and ‘bahal’ to their unpleasant odor.

U

Úkhaz — ˈʊxʌz

A Zmee: ‘Old Black Feathers,’ ‘The Harsh,’ the Prime Oracle of Law.

Wahoóna — wʌˈhuːnʌ

W

Species: Powerful and intelligent aquatic yeti-like tree dwellers. Often
live in a symbiotic relationship with forest-dwelling Elim.

Watchers
Society: Beings from other heavens (dimensions, planes of existence)
now defending the Elim against unwanted foreign (alien) exertion.
Composed mostly of highly qualified volunteers. Multiple species.
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X
Xíra — ˈksɪɹʌ

A Zmee: ‘Stargazer,’ the Venerable of Sky, former disciple of Zoia.
Enok’s sworn enemy.

Yahl — jɑːl

Y

Botany: A waterlily from whose root a narcotic is extracted. Used in
religious rituals both by worshipers and sacrificial victims.

Yared — ˈjæɹɛd

An Elim: Enok’s father.

Yáshurakh, Yash’kh — ˈjæʃʊɹæx, jæʃx

Species: Great sail-finned marine dragons akin to a dimetrodon. Hated
by the Zmee, whom the yash’kh may attack without provocation. The
name itself contains a curse word.

Yélza — ˈjɛlzʌ

A Zmee: First Acolyte of Xira. A youngling.

Y’lán — jəˈlæn

Language: The lingua franca of the Elim. There are many dialects but
the vocabulary is essentially the same.

Y’shúr — jəˈʃʊɹ

A Zmee: The Shipwright.

Yúni — ˈjʊnɪ

A Zmee: ‘Little Greeny,’ new disciple of the High Wisdom.

Yúriyel — ˈjʊɹɪjəl

An Ethereal: An imperial Legate. A towering and fiery ethereal Saraf.
A star-dweller.

Zákon — ˈzʌkɒn

Z

A Zmee: ‘The Invisible,’ the Upholder, High Sheriff, a Zmee bull, and
Enok’s nemesis.

Zaráza — zəˈɹʌzʌ

A Zmee: ‘Newcomer,’ the shipwrecked cripple, and presumed slave of
Naama.

Zelén — zəˈlɛn

A Zmee: ‘Ever Curious,’ ‘Steam-maker,’ master boilermaker. Hrazul’s
egg-bearer.
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Zeruháwi — zɛɹʊˈhɑːwɪ

Society: A fanatical Zmee cabal who are intent on militaristic action to
eliminate all Elim everywhere.

Zhaal — ʒɑːl

A Zmee: The badly scarred Metal Smith.

Zhmee — ʒmiː

A Zmee: The Great Zhmee. Mythical male ancestor of all Zmee.

Zmee — zmiː

Species: Great large-headed, large-eyed serpents stranded from they
know not where. They have six-fingered hands, and two sets of
collapsible membranous wings that extend from their ribs. Females
are green; males are red and often have hind legs. Both have facial
tendrils that communicate through color and movement. The thicker
crown tendrils of adults both signal and detect emotion, act as secondary
sensors, and are instrumental in sexual coupling.

Zmíya — ˈzmɪjʌ

A Zmee: Mythical female ancestor of all Zmee.

Zmiysh, Zmeezh — zmiːʃ, zmiːʒ

Language: The lingua franca of the Zmee. It has a Low form (Zmiysh)
for private or common use, and the archaic High form (Zmeezh)
employed in public address and by slaves when addressing their
superiors. Normally, both are just referred to as Zmiysh.

Zóar — ˈzəʊɑɹ

Geography: A grand solitary island distant for the mainland. The last
known female Zmee colony.

Zóia — ˈzɔjʌ

A Zmee: ‘Life-giver’ or ‘First Mapmaker,’ the Prime Oracle of Maps.
Enok’s current mistress.

Zóriyan — ˈzɒɹɪˌjʌn

Geography: The lost homeland of the Zmee. Another planet.

Zoub — zʊb

A beast: The friendly old one-tusked yashurakh, and sibling of Puzo.

Zúlyi — ˈzʊljɪ

A Zmee: Ancient preserver of Zmee culture. An egg of Zmiya. Founder
of the presently scattered Zmee civilization, but not especially of Zoar’s.
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LIFESPANS

How would social structures change if lifespans and fertility were
measured in hundred of years? How long might marriages last? Or
school? Or careers? How would familial relationships be defined if
you could potentially be younger than your mother’s great-greatgreat-grand-children, or indeed marry such descendants of your
own age?
GENDER-BLIND PRONOUNS
Whether or not you believe in androgynous aliens or Watchers
(Angels, Jinn, spirits, demons etc.,) at some point language, and
perhaps the fantasy genre especially, will need to accommodate
ungendered states of intelligent being. You’ve seen my attempt
to avoid ‘it’ and the singular specie of ‘they’ using dey / dem / deir.
Perhaps that’s fine for English, since it has a legacy of gender-specific
pronouns, but no real gender inflection. What do you think?
Now, which of the many attempts at gender neutral pronouns
listed in Wikipedia, for example, do you reckon work best overall?
Or perhaps you have an alternative? Should all our pronouns be
gender-blind, or would that impoverish our linguistic diversity?
UPSIDE-DOWN BANGS

While you may have hated my inverted exclaim-ation mark ¡ — or
what I’ve termed an implo-mation — it does go begging: how do
we, in a literary sense, convey in-breathed sounds such as clicks and
other onomatopoeias generically without resorting to the gamut of
linguists’ symbols? Does the implomation idea have merit, or does it
simply ‘suck’?
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AFTERWOR D

Every fantasy world has its magical system that attempts to render
the impossible plausible. Mine was inspired by the primordial
elements of the Mosaic book Genesis. Several of its early themes are
quite exciting as world-building material:
• 
the tension between the two nigh reciprocal accounts of
Creation as seen through earth-bound eyes;
• the serpent of Eden, and the fate of its unstated partner and
offspring;
• the creeping curse upon the natural world, or what I’ve termed
the Woebegin;
• the para-human Nephilim, the hybrid offspring of humans and
those other-worldly ‘Sons of God.’
Additionally, I’m indebted to that ancient Jewish apocryphal work,
the Book of Enoch. It seeded my curiosity in the backstory of ante
diluvian characters, and in the notion that even Watchers (otherworldly beings) have had their share of troubles.
Now, though it draws from these sources, Enok is pure fantasy — as
are those very chronicles, some indeed say. Even so, I can’t help but
wonder whether the reality behind their mythos wasn’t even more
fantastical that what I’ve conjured here.
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